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Component of Force; kg
Perpendicular Distance Between Geometrical Inlet and Outlet Planes
of Cascade; m
Scale of Turbulence (See Chap. IV, Sect. C); mm
Mass Rate of Flow; kg (mass)/sec
Subscript: In Dil'ecHon Normal to Cascade Axis
Pressure; Without Subscript, Static Pressure; kg/m2
Volume Rate of Flow; m3/sec
Resultant or Total Force; kg
Subscript: In DirecHon Parallel to Cascade Axis
Mean Velocity of Fluid Flow Outside Boundary Layer: Velocity of
Cascade in DirecHon of Its Axis; m/sec
General Expr,ession for Velocity; m/sec
Relative Vdocity of Fluid Flow; m/sec
Axial Length of Cascade Blade: Tunnel Height; m




Total Pressure (also subscript) = Pstatic +eV2/2; kg/m2
Blade Chord; m
Dynamic Pressure = !?V2/2; kg/m2
Subscript: Static
Blade Spacing; m
Velocity in x-Direction; Fluctuation Velocity Relative to Mean Velo-
city; m/sec .
Velocity in y-Direction; m/sec
Coordinate Axes, Defined Where Used
Subscript: Mean Value; First-approximation Value
Subscript: Upstream Reference Plane
Subscript: Downstream Reference Plane
Subscript: Indicates Mean of Two Vectors
Total Circulation; m2jsec .
Angle of Flow Relative to Axis of Approach Sectionof Tunnel
Local Circulation Strength; Ijsec
Boundary Layer Thickness; m
Dimensionless Coordinate; 'Yjit=yjH; 'Yj,=y/t; 'Yjl=y/I
Angle Between R and Cascade Axis
Kinematic Visoosity = .!Lm2/sec
(!
Dimensionless Coord~nate: ;H = x/H; e, = x/t; ;1= x/I
Density; kg-sec2/m4
Local Source Strength; l/sec
Superscript: Mean Value Outside Boundary Layers
I. Introduction
The ready, although ultimately limited, applicability of the results of
two-dimensional cascade testing to the practical three-dimensional problems
of rotating fluid-flow machines such as turbines and compressors (both
axial-, and in certain cases) radial-flow), propellers, fans, etc., has led to the
development of powerful and comprehensive theories based upon an-"ideal"
fluid, and to the presentation of considerable data resulting from experimen-
tal investigations of the flow of a real fluid through both straight and cir-
cular cascades. The objective of the present experimental investigation is
not primarily to extend further the available data regarding the effects of
changes in cascade geometry (i. ·e., pf10file form, angle of attack, stagger,
spacing, aspect ratio), but rather to seek a more exact basis for evaluation
of the performance of a' single cascade arrangement and a fuller apprecia-
tion of the effects of certain properties of the fluid associated therewith.
Both for greater facility and for greater exactitude in the determination of
general cascade performance, the evaluation of this performance by means of
direct balance measurements of the dy,namic forces exerted by fluid upon the
blades is undertaken. A special balance suitable for cascade work is de-
veloped. Overall blade ·efficiency is rationally defined in terms of accurate
force measurements. By means of exact and extensive measurements of all
parts of the fluid whiahare affected by the cascade, confirmation of the
validity of the force measurements, as well as information regarding the prac-
tical aspects of accurate cascade testing in general, is sought.
The investigation embraces the study of Reynolds number and turbulence
effects upon typical turbine blading, and includes an ·experimental verifica-
Hon of the Ackeret continuum-cascade method [1] 1) of blade design. The
practical importance of Reynolds numbei in relation to turbo-machinery per-
formance is apparent under two general conditions: (1) Part-load (low-speed)
operation of certain gas turbine plants; and (2) Full-load operation of these
plants under conditions of large kinematic viscosities (e. g., aircraft at high
altitudes). Systematic variations of. both the scale and intensity of turbulence
of the incident flow are undertaken.
All tests are carried out with air flowing at very low velocities relative
to the speed ;of sound. Under these conditions, and with the very small
pressure differentials involv·ed, the fluid is treated as incompressible. Mach
numbers are one-tenth or less.
1) Figures in brackets [] refer to references listed on pages 77-78.
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II. Prelhninary Computations
A. Determination of the Cascade Blade Profile
1. G en era I Problems and A v a i I a b I e Theories
The application of results gained fmm usual stationary cascade testing
to the practical three-dimensIonal case of flow through a stage of a turbo-
machine is based upon the assumptronthat flow in the latter case takes place
along coaxial cylindrical surfaces. The development of a cylindrical sec-
tiOIl taken through a turbo-machine stage produces the picture of a two-
dimensional straight-line cascade.
The theories available for the solution of the two-dimensional cascade
problem may be most generally classified as follows: _
I. Those theories which yield the performance characteristics of a pre-
determined physical cascade arrangement.
II. Those which define the cascade geometry required to produce cer-
tain cascade characteristics.
Since the actual problem of the design engineer is the choice of a
blade (cascade) arrangement which will efficiently produce a predet,ermined
change in direction of the working fluid (vector velocity diagram), an inter-
polation on his part of the results of theories under I., above, will in general
be required, while theories under II. will yield the desired result directly.
Each of the foregoing classifications may be further subdivided as
follows:
A. Those methods in which the streamlines through the cascade aI:.e all
considered to be parallel to one another (the stream filament theories of
Euler and Lorenz [2], applicable only to very closely spaced, very thin
blades).
B. Those methods in which variations between adjacent streamlines asso-
ciated with a practical cascade are recognized, and whose success is depen-
dent, directly ,or indirectly, upon the accurate determination of the configu-
ration of the streamlines. This group makes effective use of the powerful
reoources of potential theory.
It is perhaps well to observe at this .'point that an altemative to all the
foregoing theoretical methods is the experimental testing of systematically
varied blade shapes and arrangements in cascade which, although time-con-
suming and costly, yields results which are applicable to construction of
practical machines handling actual fluids rather ti:Ian the "ideal" frictionless
fluid assumed in potential flow computations. (See, for example, ref. [3]).
Under B. above may be classified all of the following:
1. Those methods which assume all or part of the actual cascade blades
replaced by 'either "point" or continuously-distributed aerodynamic singu-
larities (i. e., bound vortices, sources, sinks). (Under I. - Betz [4], Schil-
hansl [5J, and others; under II. - Ackeret [1]).
2. Those methods which assume the blades wholly or partially replaced
by, simple geometrical shapes considered to produce the same circulation as
the actual blades. (Under I. - Weinel [6J, Weinig [7], and others).
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3. Those methods employing the device of conformal transformation
of the entire cascade into a simple geometrical area containing singularities,
the resultant field being solvable by potential theory. (Under I. - Konig [8],
Busemann [9], Howell [10], Traupel [11], Vazsonyi [12], Legendre [13], and
others).
The Ackeret continuum cascade theory, which is the only theory pre-
sented for determination of a blade form to satisfy required cascade charac-
teristics 2) (foregoing classification II) was used in defining the cascade
tested in this investigation. It was desired to obtain experimental confirma-
tion of a two-dimensional application of this theory, which has recently been
extended in the manner indicated by Ackeret to the thr'ee-dimensional case
of a oomplete circular cascade as well [19J. Since it f,orms the basis for the
physical definition of the cascade tested, tpe salient features of the theory
. are outlined in the following section.
2. The Con tin u u mea s cad e T he 0 r y and Its A p p 1i cat ion
The theory may be most readily understood by tracing the steps in the
solution of an hypothetical two-dimensi:onal pl'Oblem. This will require the
mention of some incidental elementary theory and practical considerations,
but should not obscure the salient points of the theory itself. For proofs,
which are omitted, the reader is referred to the original paper of Prof.
Ackeret [1].
Figure 1: Basic Data Required tor Continuum Cascade Theory
(A) Velocity Diagram. (B) Cascade Dimensions
Assume that it is desired to oonstructa cascade which, when entered by
a stream of fluid with velocity and direction given by C l , will produce an
outlet velocity vector C2, Figure 1 (A). Let t be the blade spacing, Z the
blade height (perpendicular to plane of paper), H the.,perpendicular distanoe
between inlet and outlet planes of the cascade, Ca the blade lift coefficient
in cascade, r the total circulation for each blade, and l the blade chord,
Figure 1 (B). We then may write the following general relationships (see,
for example, f\eferences (20J and (21]) :
2) Weinig [14), Schmieden [15], and Betz [16] have obtained solutions of limited
applicability for the case of a sin g I e airfoil (as distilnguished from a s e r i e s of air-
foils in cascade). Also for the single airfoil, Peebles 117J has recently presented a
generally applicable solution, based upon the work of Mangler [18].
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Ca • (Q C;'f2) . t = Q • Coo . r;
r = Ca • Coo . t .
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The choice of the value for Ca involves considerations of blade efficiency
(minimum glide angle) and avoidance of cavitation or separation. For ,a
full discussion of the factors involved, the reader is referred to references
[20J and [21]. With Ca chosen, and Coa fixed by the given velocity triangle,
equation (2) establishes the ratio (lIt). Since it is theoretically imma- .
t,erial whether we choose to have relatively many, lightly-loaded blades or
relatively few, highly-loaded ones, we refer to ,equations (3) and (4) to
establish a value of t. The chord chosen must represent a compromise
between the conflicting requirements of large aspect ratio (small IJequa-
tion 3) and high Reynolds number (large I, equation 4). Experimental data
available assists us in making this choice. The spacing t then follows from
(2), l' from (1), and the cascade dimension H from (5). With these quan-
tities, we are ready to procede with the application of the theory..
We first utilize the Eulerian theory to determine the shape of a first-
approximation blade camber line, which is to be that of a flow streamline.
Referring to Figure 2(e), we consider the circulation Yo (dimension sec-l),
to be constant in, the x-direction (infinite number of blades), while in the
y-direction we cause it to vary continuously.in prescribed manner. The scale
of the curve 1'0 = /(y) is given by the requirement,
H
r = t· Jyo • dy.
o
If, for example, we take an elliptical 3) circulatIon distribution in the y-direc-
Hon, as was done in the determination of the blade .profile for the present
investigation,
yo = ~_ll.L _ (L)2.
n.H.tYH H
3) Not to be confused with the spanwise elliptical distribution of circulation for
an aircraft wing.
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Figure 2: Some Steps in the Development of Cascade Theory
a) Accelerating cascade of dos,ely-spaced blades. b) Single bound vortices substi-
tuted for blades. c) Single bound vortices substituted for all but one blade. d) Linear
distribution of vortices substituted for blades. e) Infinite number of blades; continu-
,ously distributed circulation as funchbn of y only. f) Periodic continuous distribution
of circulatiqn
Considering the effect of circulation only, the velocity at any point having
the ordinate y is obtained by adding to the appl'Oclch velocity C1 [figure 1(A)J the oomponent Uro [figure 7 (A)] given, according to Stokes' Theorem,
by the equation,
y
uYo = J,0 .dy .
o
(6)
The blades of a real cascade are of finite thickness, and the fluid velo-
cities are affected by that thickness. We take account of this effect by a con-
tinuous distribution of sources and sinks in the cascade area in a manner
analogous to the circulation distribution. The source-sink distribution 0o,
(dimension sec1), is oonstant in the direction of x, but varies along y in
a manner also to be pf1escribed (see, forexa~ple, figure 3) 4). If a rounded
4) It is to be noted from Figure 3 that the curve of O~ <10 . dy) is roilghly pro-
. portionaI to the curve of final blade thickness distribution, a fact which may serve as
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Figure 3: Assumed Source Distribution
'YJH
Bottom - 0"0 as function of 'YJHj ('YJ H = ~ j fig. 1). Center -1 O"O·d'YJH as function of 'YJH'
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Figure 4: Determination 01 Velocity Hodographs by Continuum Theory, and Resultant
Blade Camber Lines
Velocity vectors C1 and C2 as given by the specific velocity triangle assumed for this
investigation. Angular exaggeration at inlet (ein) = 3 0 44~.; at outlet (eout) = 2 0 41'
blade nose is desired, a high concentration of sources neary:-c- 0 will be
required (Figure 3). As in all cases where sources are employed to represent
a cylindrical body, a further requirement is, .
Hf (fo' dy = O.
o
It may also be seen that the blade, as finally established, will have its maxi-
mum thickness, d*, at a point y* where th~ curve of ao = f(y) passes from
positive to negative (Figure 3). For practical reasons, the designer willre-
quire that the blade as finally established shall at least -approximate a
pre-deiermined maximum thickness. Knowledge of this maximum thickness
allows us to establish the scale of the ao = f (y) curve, since, as we shall
see later,
y y'
t f (fo' dy t f (fo' dy
dey) = ° whence d* = _0-'-,"--=,,::----,
C(y) 'C*
(C* = fluid velocity corresponding to ordinate y*.)
(7)
Considering the source-sink distribution only, the velocity at any point
having the ordinate y is obtained by adding to the approach velocity C1[Figure 1 (A)] the component va. [Figure 8 (A)] given by the equation,
y
va. = tf (fo' dy.
°
(8)
In order to fix the ,scale for <To = / (y), C* maybe~approximated in equa~
tion (7) by adding to C1 the component uY.( _ .) from -equation (6). Then,y-y ,
with the <To=/(Y) scale so estimated, vaO(y=y') may be determined from (8),
,and a nearly exact value for Co* obtained. The change in scale due to the
correction in Co* will yield a new va.(y=y') and thus~a still more exact Co*.
The process converges so rapidly that two or -three scale determinations
suffice, and may be further shortened by multiplying the, first value of
- - ( d*)(C1+uYo) by the factor 1+ T to allow for va.: ,.,
We now divide the cascade dimension H into a convenient number of
parts and compute for each "station" the components Il"o and vao' The resul-
tant velocities are then conveniently shown by a hodograph as in Figure 4.
Using the tangent method, the fir s tap pro x i mat ion streamline (cam-
ber line) is plotted for the cascade. ---- - ' . ,
So far, we have considered circulation and source strength to be constant
in the x-direction. Our seoond (and final) approximation oonsists of pro- ,
ducing a strong conc-elltration of both circulation and source strength
periodic with the blade spacing in. the x-d ire c t ion, with the maxima of
the l' = / (x) and a= / (x) curves ooinciding with the first-approximation
camber lines already established. See Figures-2,_ 5 and_6. This step is the
essence of the oontinuum theory, and the manner of its acoomplishment will
be discussed in some detail.
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Figure 5: Schematic Diagram ot Continuous Distribution ot Circulation, y,
in Directions ot Both x and y
Camber Line Shown Straight for Clarity
Figure 6: Schematic Diagram ot Continuous Distribution ot Sources and Sinks, a,
in Directions at Both x and y . '
Camber Line Shown Straight for Clarity
One of the simplest types of continuous periodic distributions is a cosine
curve: I' = I'm· cos (21lx/t); or, a = am· cos (21l x/t). Figures 7 and 8 show
the flow fields of such distributions in a thin layer of infinite length. The
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Figure 7: Field of Vortex Sheet
A) Constant circulation distribution.
B) Periodically-varying circulation
distribution
Figure 8: Field of a Spurce Sheet
A) Constant source distribJlion
B) Pedodically-varying source distri-
buHon
For the V 0 r tic e s (Figure 7):
duy = r;, • cos(2nxjt). e-2ny/i • dy
dvy = - r; .sin (2nxjt) . e-2ny/i • dy
In the layer itself, there is a discontinuity in the horizontal velocity
component, while the vertical component is continuous.
For the sources (Figure 8):
dU(J = (Jm • sin (2 n xj t) . e-2ny/i • dy
2
dV(J = am. cos(2nxjt). C 2ny/i • dy2 .
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In the layer itself, there is a discontinuity in the vertical velocity com-
ponent, while the horizontal component is continuous,
Similarly, for the lower halves of the figures (y = negative):
For the vortices:
duy = -. f~, cos (2JlxJt) 'e 2ny;t. 'dy
dvy = - r;. sin (2Jlxlt) . e2ny/t , dy
For the sources:
dUIj = ;ni. sin (2Jl~/t) , e2ny/t • dy
dVIj = - am • cos (2 Jl xl t) . e 2ny/t • dy
2
These simple cosine-curve distributions are not in themselves adequate
for our purpose. Howev,er, we may choose ,a suitable curve, resolve that .
curve into a Fourier cosine series,and use the foregoing to determine the
resultant velocity field.
Departing from the trape:zoidal and rectangular distributions of the ori-
ginal Ackeret paper, a oonvenient distribution curve is the bell-shaped one
(see Figure 9) whose ,equation is:
or -~ 2Ja2(J = (Jmax • e t .'
where: X~t=,'
We also define, for subsequent use:'
-y
1jt -,
r(x,y) - sec- 1 - (f (x,y)
ro (y) - sec- 1 - (10 (y)
r - rn 2/sec- Q
t
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Figure 9: Periodic Distribution ot Circulation in Directian 0/ Cascade Axis
i' = i'max' e-l;l/a2 , where a = 5~'
.'7:




'Y = ')'maxle = 0.3680')'max
')' = ')'max/e4= 0.0183 ')'max
/' = /'max/e9 = 0.0001 /'max.
We note that the total' circulation under the ,,-curve (Figure 9) for one
blade-spacing t is given by
1/2 'I. ,/. _I; 2/a2
')'0 • t = 2 J/' .dx = 2 t Jr· d 1;t = 2 t . ')'max Jet . d;t.
000
It is seen that, due to the negligibly-small values of " for ;/ > 3 oc, we
may take "infinity" as the upper limit, and -
oc 2/ 2 a -
1'0 • t = 2 t· ')'max Je-I;t a • d;t = 2 t . ')'max . 2" Vn. [22; pg. 63]
o
.'. 'Yo = ')'max . a Vn •
The periodic curve may 'be expressed by the Fourier series
/' = /'0 + ~ an' cos(2nn;t).
n=l
The coefficient an is determined by
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'/. ,/.
an = 2 J/' . cos (2 n n ;t) d;t = 4 Jr' cos (2 n n ;t) . d;t
-~ 0
'I. 2/ 2
= 4 ')'maxJe-I;t a • cos(2nn;t)·d;t.
• 0
..
As before, since y ~ 0 for ~t> 3~, we may write;
an = 4YmaxTe- til a2 • cos(2nn~t)· d~t
o
[22; pg.64]
whence: y = yo + ~ 2 yo . r:n:'n'a' • cos (2nn ~t) .
n=l
It is seen that the Fourier expression is made up of a constant term,
Yo, plus the sum of the periodic terms. The constant term is the mean value
of y. For 1jt p?sitive, the velocity due to the constant term is a uniform,
duy _ /'0.
dy - 2 '
The velocity due to the periodic terms is given by,
d 00~ = 1/2~ an • r 2 :n: Wflt . COS (2n n ~t) ;dy n=l
dvy = _ 1{2 .f; an . e-2:n: n '1t . sin (2nn~t).
dy n=l
For a generally applicable solution, the value ~ = SIn = 0.0637 gives a
sufficiently strong, while at the same time not excessive, concentration. The
velocity due to the periodic terms becomes:
1 d 00 (n)2
- ~ = ~ e- 5" • e-2:n: n 'lt. cos(2nn~t)
yo dy n=l
1 d 00 (n)2
- ~ = - ~ e- 5" • e- 2 :n:nw • sin(2nn~t).
yo dy n=l
It is also readily seen, by comparison with the foregoing, that
(9)
(10)
~ duy _ 1 dVG
yo dy - ao dy ;
~ dvy _ 1 dUG
yo dy - ao dy .
and
In the form of equations (9) and (10), the entire velocity field may be
mapped in terms of the dimensionless parameters ~t and 1jt. The evaluation
was carried out by H. Voellmy, and the ,results are presented iri Figures 10
and 11. If the first-approximation camber line is drawn to the proper scale
19
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Figure 10: Periodic Velocity Component in X-Direction in the Field of a Thin Infinite
Sheet of Circulation Distributed According to Figure 9
Values Associated with Curves Are -l ddu)'. -l ddu)' = -:- -l ddVG
Yo 'JI Yo 'JI (Jo 'JI
on transparent paper with reference stations indicated, and placed over the
charts, the velocity-component "influence factors"
. ~ du". ~ dv". ~ dUG. and ~ dVG
ro dy' "0 dy' (Jo dy' (Jo dy
may be read off readily. As shown for an hypothetical case in Figure 12,
by placing station number 3 at the origin and r,eading the chart value under
station number 6" we have ascertained the velocity-component influence factor
(~ ddU,,) (at 6 due to station number 3). In similar manner, the influenceYo lY 6-3 .
factors of all other stations are determined. Multiplication of the influence
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Figure _11: Periodic Velocity Component in V-Direction in the Field of a Thin Infinite
Sheet of Circulation Distributed According to Figure 9
Values Associated .with Curves Are ..!.. ddVY • ..!.. ddVY = _ ..!.. ddU(J
)'0 lY )'0 lY ao Y
the actual velocity oomponents caused at station number 6 by all other sta-
tions. Plotting these vdocity-components, as shown f.or the hypothetical case
in Figure 13, and integrating graphically, gives the resulting net component
(Ur)6' since
H H 1
Uy = fduy = f ~Uy dy = Hf(J... ~Y) • ')'0· d1)H;
o 0 Y 0 ')'0 y
where: T)H = ~.
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Figure 12: Us,e of the Periodic "Influence Factor" Diagrams (Figures 10 and 11)
With Camber Line Drawn to Proper Scale on Transparent Paper, Velocity "Influence
Factors" May be Readily Ascertained for the Computational Stations. In this Example,
Station 3 Produces the "Influence Factor"..!... ddUY ~+ 0.23 at Station 6
)'0 lY
The second-approximation velocity oomponents vy, ll'H and VO" are deter-
mined in similar manner. Figure 14 shows the actual determination of all,
velocity components for station number 2 (see Figure 4) as computed in this
investigation. The oomponents (~O") were all substantially zero.
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Figure 13: Integration of the Periodic Horizontal Velocity Components Caused by
aU Computed Stations to Obtain Net Horizontal Velocity Component for Station 6.
. (Hypothetical Example)
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Figure 14: Representative Curves Showing Actual Determination oj Periodic Velocity
Components at Station 2 for Present Investigation
The 17waxis Has Been Folded at 2 for Ease in Integrating. The ~;<1-values Were
Negligibly Smal1, and Were Omitted
We have already noted that the Fourier expression for I' (or 0) consisted
of a constant term, Yo (00), plus the sum of the periodic terms. Account
of the constant tenn Yo (00) has already been- taken in arriving at the first-
approximation velocities. Returning to Figure 4, we now add to the first-
approximation velocities the second-approximation velocity compo'nents re-
sulting from stmng periodic concentration of the circulation (source)distri-
bution along x, and arrive at our final velocity hodograph.
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We conclude the process by drawing the second-(final-)approximatiotl
'Streamline (camber line) by the tangent method (Figure 4) 5). Since the dif·
ference between first- and second-appmximation camber lines is small, re-
computation of the second-approximation velocity components, which were
actually based upon the first-approximation camber line, is unnecessary. The
line of Figure 4 marked "second-appmximation camber line" is actually a
streamline of the flow resulting fmm the placing of the x-direction circula-
tion-(source-) distribution maxima approximately on that streamline. This
line becomes the camber line of the actual cascade blades. The familiar "an-
gular exaggeration", e, associated with cascades is apparent in Figure 4.
It will now be appreciated why we have stated that the bell-shaped
curve of Figure 9 gave a sufficient and yet not ,excessive concentration of
circulation (sources). A greater degree of concentration would result in:
(1) larger finite discontinuities to be integrated in Figures 13 and 14; and
(2) the necessity for a reoomputation of the second-appmximation velocity
components due to the falling of the second-appmximation streamline
outside the region of the maxima as located by the first-appwximation
camber line. To be sure,' greater accuracy is attainable by use of stronger
x-concentrations, but the additional time required for further approximations
then required is not commensurate with the objective of attaining a
reasonably accurate result with a reasonable ,expenditure of time.
It will be noted that the final velocity computed for the camber Hne point
y = y* has undergone a small percentual change from the value used to de-
termine the scale for the Go = I (y) curve. If an 'exact value of maximum
thickness is required, this scale should be recomputed. In general, the second-
appmximation velocity components resulting from the periodic terms of the
source-distribution equation are very small, and for low-stagger cascades
of not more than 12 % maximum thickness they are negligibly small. Re-
computation of the second-appmximation velocity components will in general
not be required, even when an exact maximum thickness value is r,equired,
as a result of the change in the scale of Go = I (y) at this point. It will be
necessary only to oorr,ect the component v60 by application of a constant fac-
tor, and foplot the final hodograph and camber line alter application of this
correction. If an exact value of maximum thickness is not required, no cor-
rection of the final velocity hodograph for change in Go-scale will be needed.
With a camber line and its associated flow velocities known, blade thick-
ness, d (to be measured normal to the camber line) is obtained by assuming
all the periodically-distributed sources to be brought within the actual
blade, whence
y
t· f Go • dy
d = _-,-0--:C=---
The final blade profile may then be plotted, and the geometrical defini-
tion of the cascade is oomplete. Section VII will'indicate the degree of ac-
curacy within which the cascade used in this investigation (derived from
Figure 4) produced the turning angle which was desired of it. The cascade
5) The fact that the trailing edges of the first- and second-approximation camber
lines are the same point in Figure 4 is coincidental, and not a requirement.
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profile used was based upon an elliptical distribution of circulation and upon
the Go-curve of Figure 3. The resultant blade profile is shown in Figure 15,
and its coordinates are given in Table I. A finite thickness of the blade at
the trailing edge is chosen because of manuf.acturing considerations. The





Figure 15: Blade Form as Determined by Continuum Theory for Present Investigation































































II. B. Cascade Blade Static Pressure Distribution From Continuum
Cascade Theory
In the preceding section, the theoretical computation of a cascade blade
camber line, and profile thickness to be superimposed thereon, was carried
out. The determination of the approximate static pressure distribution on the
blade profile so established also follows from the Ackeret theory. We recall
that vortex strength was continuously distributed in the direction of the cas-
cade axis in accordance with a bell-shaped distribution curve periodic with
the blade spacing and showing strong maxima in the vicinity of the blade
camber lines. We now assume all the vortex strength which was previously
25
whence:
distributed in the x-direction to be brought within the blade profiles. Fig-
ure 16 shows a blade element of length ds, within which we assume the
circulation Yo' t .dy to be concentrated. This circulation produces velocity
component JCy at the blade-element surface. According to Stokes' Law,
we may write, for thin blades:
1'0 • t . dy = 2 . J C" . ds,
J C _ 1'0' t dy yo' t Cn
"--2-' ds =-2-'C'
where C is the velocity calculated in the foregoing section for a point on the
camber line, and C ll is its component in the direction normal to cascade axis.
Figure 16: Approximation of Surface Velocity Components Due to Circulation
The approximation, rather than the equality, sign was used in the second
foregoing equation because ~ is equal to Zonly where the local blade thick-
nes does not change rapidly. At the nose of a round-nosed blade, the approxi-
mation obviously loses its validity. The region in which the approximation
is invalid is extremely small, and since the method fails to show a stagna-
tion point at the nose in any case, this added approximation does not weaken
its performance.
The value of J Cy computed from the foregoing equation is added to
C(camber tine) on the suction side of the blade and subtracted on the pressure
side to obtain the approximate final blade-surface velocity C. The Bernoulli
equation gives
PI + eCI2j2 =P+ eC2/2.
Setting P - P1 = J P, we have:
The theoretical pressure distribution determined for the cascade blade
used in the present investigation is given in Figure 34 (pg. 54) by the Curve
marked ,"Theory". It may be noted that for the general case, where no ex-
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perimental pressure-distribution curve is available for comparison, a useful
result is obtained by projecting the blade profile upon lines parallel and per-
pendicular to the cascade axis and then plotting the theoretically-determined
pl'essures relative to these lines. The results are two closed pressure-distribu-
tion curves, the areas within which are proportional to pressure-resultant force
components perpendicular and parallel to the cascade axis, FNand F r,
l'espectively (Bar example, FT may be obtained from Figure 34.) These com-
ponents may be compared with the theoretical forces based upon the pre-
/ determined velocity diagram (Figure 1), which are given by the familiar
equations:
FT = e' Cn • t· (CU2 - Cul);
FN = e!2 . t· (C;2 -- C;l);
FN Cu2 + Cul
FT --2C;;-
This comparison is given in Section VI. A. 1, Table IV.
II. C. Streamlines Direclly Ahead of and Behind Cascade Blade
The fluid streamlines which terminate at the forward and rear stagnation
points (nose and trailing edge) of a dynamically loaded blade deviate
materially, in the vicinity of the blade, fmm the vectors of mean velocity of
approach and discharge.. This effect of circulation about the blade is often
referl'ed to as "angular exaggeration", and is a function of the lift coeffi-
cient of the blade.
Since the end .(outermost) blades of the cascade are joined at nose and
trailing edge by the inlet and outlet side walls of the cascade, the stream-
lines terminating at nose and trailing edge of these blades are not free to
assume the curvature associated with angular ,exaggeraHon, but are con-
strained to follow the wall conformations. In order to estimate the order of
magnitude of the disturbance resulting from the use of straight inlet and
<outlet side walls, the theoretical stagnation-point streamlines for the in-
tended cascade arrangement were calculated by ,ext'ension of the continuum
method (II A) to the area ahead of and behind the casicade. The resultant
streamlines are shown in Figure 17. From Figure 17 it may be seen that
the streamline curvature is highly localized,. these lines becoming parallel
to the vectors of mean inlet and outlet velocity at a distance of about 0.3 If
from the cascade. Lateral deviation between streamline and mean vector at
this point of maximum deviation was computed to be 0.0065 If (0.75 mm)
for inlet and 0.0044 If (0.51 mm) for outlet sides. . .
Since the maximum deviations were of the same order of magnitude
as the 'boundary layer contraction thickness, and in view of the number of
blades separating the center blade from this disturbance, the inlet and outlet
side walls were designed to be straight. For cascades of much higher lift
coefficients (design Ca for this investigation = 0.76) or lesser number of
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Figure 17: Computed Streamlines Associated with Cascade Blade Forward and
Rear Stagnation Points
. Ca = 0.76; H = 115.9 mm
III. Test Equipment
A. Wind Tunnel (up to Test Section)
Figure 18 indicates the permanent tunnel arrangement up to the set-
tling chamber. The single-stage axial fan with adjustable-pitch blades is
driven by a 40 H.P.-D.C. motor permitting accurate speed control over a
wide range. The honeycomb straightener following the first diffusor is made
of 1 mm plates forming 50 mm square passages 300 mm in length, which
effectively remove residual rotation. The air then enters the settling chamber
through a second diffusor, and immediately passes through three successive
screens which tend to even out velocity irregularities over the cross-section.
The screens are f1!bricated from 1 mm sheet metal with 8 mm square holes
stamped on 12 mm centers.
Barograph records of settling-chamber static pressure, PK , showed, for



















Figure 18: Permanent Wind Tunnel Equipment Utilized for Cascade Tests.
C = Axial Flow Fan. D 1 ; D 2 = Diffusing Sections. H = Honeycomb Straightener.
S!; S2 j S3 = Screens for Turbulence Reduction and Flow Uniformity. Pk = SettlingChamber Static Pressure (All Dimensions Shown Arc in Millimeters)
ConTracTion Ratio 632:1
._._---,~-------
Figure 19: Approach and Test Sections of Cascade Tunnel. Balance (Not Shown)
Is Mounted Benath Cascade (All Dimensions Shown Are in Millimeters)
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minutes time for· fixed setting of motor main field rheostat. These fluctuations
were traced to variations in the motor supply voltage, and could be reduced
to approximately 1/2 % by hand control of a supplementary small rheostat,·
under which conditions the fluctuations were of short (1~2 seconds)
duration.
Figure 19 shows the special cascade testing rig following the ~ettling
chamber. The circular flow-cross-section of. the settling chamber was changed
to rectangular in the nozzle, whose contraction ratio was 6.32: 1. From the
nozzle outlet, the flow passed through a parallel-walled approach section
990 mm long, in which were constructed, at regular intervals ahead of the cas-
cade center line, 3 vertical slots for receiving wire screens for the production
of turbulence. The approach section was of 20 mm plywood, well reinforced
and supported, but nevertheless subject to the minor local changes in shape
which are characteristic of this material.
The approach section terminated in the boundary-layer take-off slots.
Tunnel pressure beipg substantially greater than room pressure at this point,
the boundary layer was simply separated from the main air flow bya metal
plate forming the inner surface of the test-section channel, and discharged
through a diffusor-shaped channel into the room, the area of main-flow cross
section being diminished accordingly. Throttling plates were provided at the
take-off slot outlets to permit regulation. Proper adjustment of the· boun- .
dary-Iayer take-off was indicated by equality of static pressures measured
on the inner (main-flow) side of the separating plate at a distance of 4 mm
from its leading edge, and that measured on the approach-section parallel
wall 14 mm upstream of the separating-plate leading edge, under which
conditions the streamlines of the main flow are parallel with the tunnel axis
over this zone.
III. B. Tesl Section of Tunnel
The entire cascade test section assembly was mounted separately on a
massive steel foundation in order to eliminate vibration. The test section was
mechanically isolated from the compressor and other upstream structure by
the boundary layer take-off slots.
Figure 19 indicates the attitude and dimensions of the cascade arrange-
ment tested. The inlet cross-sectional area was fixed by the requirement of
attaining a reasonable, although low, inlet velocity within the capabilities
of the available tunnel fan. With the area fixed by this consideration and by
the theoretical pressure dmp, the ratio of cascade breadth (number of blades)
to height (length of blades) was necessarily a oompromise between the con-
flicting requirements of maximum attainable n urn b e r of blades (minimum
length) and of favorable asp e c t rat i 0 (maximum length) of the indi-
vidual blades. Concurrent considerations affecting aspect ratio were the
desire for a reasonably high Reynolds number (large chord) and for a blade
lift coefficient of approximately 0.8 (arbitrarily chosen). The mechanical
strength and permissible tip deflection of the center (reference) blade of the
cascade were also oonsidered, but were not limiting factors of the final
arrangement.
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0.02 mm = 0.0003 . t (at mid-height)
0.14 mm = 0.0017· t (at mid-height)
(t = Blade spacing = 82.5 mm)
All blades of the cascade with the exception of the center blade were
fastened at both ends to the horizontal (top and bottom) walls of the test
section. The center blade, the forces upon which it was desired to measure
directly, was rigidly mounted as a cantilever at its lower end, the upper
end remaining free with a clearance of 0.15 mm between it and the upper
wall. This blade passed through a labyrinth-type aperture in the lower wall
to its point of fixation upon a force-measuring balance (IV. E.)._
The center blade was of brass, and was fitted (at mid-height of test
section) with static pressure holes about its circumference. The two blades
adjacent to the center blade were of aluminum, while the remaining blades
were of laminated hardwood 6). Surfaces were all highly polished and were
accurate to within 0.04 mm. The development of the blade profile was dis-
cussed in (II. A.).
The exit walls were continuous with the trailing edges of the outermost
blades, being pivoted at those points. These walls were 400 mm in length
in order to shield the cascade from the pressure disturbances of the jet
. "mixing zone" where the flow discharged into still air, and were provided
with static. pressure taps at mid-height at the locations show in Figure 19.
A plexiglass window 10 mm thick was built into the upper tunnel wall
directly over the center blade, and carried 113 0.8 mm holes for static·
pressure measurement in this region. This window was found to be most
useful in positioning pressure-measuring sondes during operation.
With the original purpose of drawing off (or supplying) air at the
leading edges of the outermost blades to correct the disturbances discussed
in Section II. c., the side walls of the test section were interrupted 12 mm
ahead of the blade leading edges. Adjustable plates were provided to per-
mit regulation of flow (in or out) at these points. Subsequent tests showed
only adverse affects resulting from withdrawing (or supplying) small quan.:
tities of air at these points, and the adjustable openings were accordingly
closed at all times.
Measuring instruments were inserted into the flow ahead of and behind
the cascade through the upper wall; traverses' parallel to the cascade axis
were made possible by cutting out strips of the upper wall parallel to the,
cascade in the positions marked"Measurement Zone" in Figure 19 and dove-
tailing in their places new sections which could be moved laterally (parallel
to cascade axis) while carrying the measuring equipment. .
. 'The balance (not shown on Figure 19) was mounted directly beneath
the lower test section wall upon the same heavy foundation which card'ed the
test section.
Walls of the test section were of 40 mm highgrade plywood, and re-
mained free of distortion throughout the investigations.
6) Calculated maximum blade deflections were:





III. C. Cascade Force-Measuring Balance
The principle' ,of Amsler indicates that a non-rotating cylindrical
("sleeve") bearing mounted upon a I'Otating shaft is free from the effects
of "dry" friction for motion in the direction of the shaft axis. Afterexperi-
mental verification of the practical validity of thisprinc~ple (see Section
IV. A.), it was applied to the construction of a force-measuring balance, in
the manner shown in Figur,e 20. By extending the fundamental unit [Figure
20-(1)J to two rotating parallel shafts carrying cylindrical bearings .which
are mechanically connected, a platform A is obtained which is free to move
in the axial direction of the two shafts and in no other, without the impedi-
ment of dry friction [Figure 20-(2) J. To give this "floating" platform a
point of stable equilibrium, two opposed coil springs may be attached to the'
platform and to the fixed structure. A known axial force, to balance the axial
component ,of any unknown force applied to the platform, may be applied
by a very thin, axial, horiwntal steel band affixed to the platform and
leading over a frictionless pulley G to a \veight pan. Adding weights to
bring the "floating" platform to its no-load equilibrium position then consti-
tutes a determination of the component, in the direction of the shaft axis,
of any force applied to the platform. ,
To permit measurement of the component of an applied force in any
desired direction in the horizontal plane, two additional plates C and Dare
added to the balance, one on top :of the floating carriage A and one beneath
the plate B carrying the !'Otating shafts [Figure 20-(3) J. To the foundation
plate C is affixed a rigid (hollow) cylinder E which passes vertically up- .
ward between the two shafts and through platform A to a p~int just beneath
the plate D. Insertion of tapered pins F thl'Ough the plate D into matching
holes in the upper end of the cylinder E serves to lock plates C and D
rigidly together, in which oondition the basic unit of the oalance, constituting
plates A and B with the two shafts, may be rotated freely about the vertical
axis withoutaItering the position of the uppermost plate D, to which the
unknown force may now be thought to be applied. Having positioned the
central unit of the balance so that the shafts lie in the directIon in which it
is desired to measure the force component, the aforementioned taper pins
F are removed, and the two upper plates A and D are mechanically clamped
together, as are the two lower ones Band C. The two upperplat,es together
then constitute the floating carriage for the weighing process, and the two
lower ones the fixed foundation. Any dynamically-loaded object which may
be mounted to the upper plate D, such as a' blade of a cascade, is thus un-
disturbed (relative to other fixed structiIre) during the process of deter- ,
mining force oomponents in as many directions as desired. Should it be de-
sired to change the attitude of a dynamically-loaded object for separate tests
(e. g. determination of forces on a blade for various angles of attacl~), it
is merely necessary to add a third plate above D, which plate may then be,
turned and indexed relative to plate D.
Axial motion of the present balance is restricted by mechanical limit
stops (total motion = ± 0.05 mm) which serve also as electrical contacts
and provide indication of "zero-positioning" of the floating carriage. Shaft
drive is by a small variable-speed 'electric motor. Lubrication of the floating







Figure 20: Schematic Drawing of Cascade Balance (Simplifield), Showing Steps in
DCl'elopment
A = Axially "Floating" Platform of Basic Unit. B = Sha'ft Carrier Plate. C = F.ounda-
tion Plate. D = Auxiliary Plate Upon Which Blade Is Mounted. E = Cylinder Rigidly
Fixed to Foundation Plate C. F = Taper Pins Locking D to E. a = Pulley.
R = Oil Reservoirs for Main Bearing Lubrication
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end through axial holes in the shafts to a series of radial passages at mid~
span, where it discharges into an annular space between bearing shell and
shaft. From this space the oil, under slight pressure, flows'very slowly out-
ward through the bearings and is recirculated by a small pump which
maintains oil level in the reservoirs.
Results of balance calibration are given in Section IV. B., which indicates
a high degree of accuracy in the measurement of force components of greatly
different relative magnitudes.
III. D. Instrumentation
Air flow direction was determined in a usual maimer by two 1.0 mm-
diameter (0.7 mm bore) impact tubes at an angle of 90 0 to one another at
their open (upstream) ends, the distance between centers of openings being
1.2 mm. The calibration of this directional device showed a substantially
linear variation of the difference in pressures of the two tubes when the angk
was varied through fifteen degrees to either side of the zero (i. e., equal-
pressure-reading) setting. A deviation of one degree from the zero. position
corresponded to a difference in pressure of the two tubes equal to 4.5 % of
the stream dynamic pressure, so that flow angle was easily ascertainable
within 0.05 degree for dynamic pressures in excess of about 5 mm H 20;
Static and total pressures were measured with tubes of 1.0 and 1.3 mm
outside diameter and 0.7 and 0.8 mm bore. The 2 (4) static tube side open-
ings were 0.4 (0.5) mm in diameter and located 5 (6.5) mm from the nose.
Directional sensitivity of these tubes was as reported in reference [23]' For
a very accurate determination of pressure distributions over the tunnel height,'
where the insertion of an 'Ordinary tube from the top into the flow would hav'e
yielded erroneous results due to varying degrees of ~obstruction of the flow,
a special instrument having the characteristic of- constant frontal area at all
heights was used. This consisted simply of a hollow guide piece in the
form of a symmetrical profile which 'extended over the 'entire tunnel height
and into which special small static or total pressure tubes might be inserted
vertically to the desired height. Overall width of instrument normal to flow
was 3 mm.
Pressure indications within 0.01 mm H 20 were read from micro-mano-
meters constructed at the Institute [24].
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IV. Preliminary Experimental Work
A. Test of the Amsler Principle for Application to the
Construction of a Balance
Included in the present investigation is the measurement of the actual
forces exerted upon a cascade blade by the streaming fluid. Since the mo-
ment of these f,orces in the plane of flow was not required (lacking signi-
ficance), the problem of oonstruction of a suitable force-measuring balance
L (vari"ble
.5teet Wire 0.4 '%dia. !. i
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Figure 21: Arrangement for Test of Friction Properties ofCytindrical Bearing witlt
. Axial Freedom on a Rotating Shaft
was simplified. The requirements of rather high accuracy and minimum per-
missible motion during the weighing process were, however, to be met. The
well-known Amsler principle of the freedom of a sleeve bearing upon a.
rotating shaft from. axial dry friction afforded a possible solution. Prelimi-
nary investigations upon a small model (Figure 21) substantiated the meagr,e
literature [25, 26] upon the rather obvious and certainly commonly-used prin-






































Figure 22: Measured Damping Constant of a Cylindrical Bearing with Axial Freedom
on a Rotating Shaft
Developed Area of Bearing = 20.1 cm2
Figure 21 shows a rotating steel shaft of 16 mm diameter carrying at
mid-span a bI10nze cylindrical bearing 40 mm in length. Clearance between
the bronze bearing and shaft was 0.028 mm (on the diameter), later in-
creased to 0.064 mm. Lubrication \vas by oil cup gravity feed through a
small radial hole at the top of the bearing. A fine steel wire was affixed to
the floating bearing and led horizontally over a suitable pulley to a weight
pan. Variation of: (1) wire length to pulley; and (2) tension in the wire;
permitted attainment of an accurately variable restoring force when the bear-
ing was axially displaced from its equilibrium position (I.e., wire perpen-
dicular to shaft). The combination of wire tension, F, and wire length, l, gave
an equivalent restoring "spring constant", FIl. As differentiated from normal
viscous damping, the undesirable effect of "dry" friction (I. e., absence of
axial motion in the presence of a small axial force) would be indicated by a
difference between the points at which the bearing came to re.st after axial
displacement first to one and then to the other side of the geometrical -equi-
librium posiUon. A qualitative measur-e of this undesirable dry friction effect
resulted from measurement of the distance between the two points of rest
and multiplication by the "equiva:Ient spring constant", PIl. Axial position
of the bearing was ascertainable to within 0.003 mm by optical projection.
Up to the maximum. load which the model was capable of sustaining,
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namely 20 kilograms or 3.1 kgjcm2 of projected bearing area, no axial dry
friction whatever was detectable within the limits of experimental accuracy.
With a minimum "equivalent spring constant" of 50 milligrams per milli-
meter, this limit of ,experimental accuracy was 0.15 milligram.
Oils of viscosity 17.5 ° and 4.8 ° Engler (at 20 °C), were tested with
bearing clearances (diametral) of 0.028 and 0.064 millimeters. In all case~,
no axial dry friction effect was ascertainable within the experimental accuracy
of 0.15 milligram through a speed range of 50 to 800 R.P.M. Decreasing
bearing clearance and increasing viscosity of oil served merely to increase
the damping constant as predicted by theory (see Figure 22).
Tests were also made without lubrication. For the brief period during
which the rubbing surfaces remained unoontaminated by the products of me-
chanical abrasion, the model showed the same frictionless characteristics as
in the lubricated condition.
IV. B. Siatic Calibration of Balance
The balance constructed for accurate measurement of blade forces (see
III. C.) was subjected toa static-force calibration test. This consisted of
applying a known static force and determining its magnitude and direction
by balance measurements of its components in two arbitrary directions dif-
fering by 90 o. The force range was from zero to the computed maximum
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Figure 23: Static Calibration of the Cascade Balance
(0100 - Per Mil, or Parts Per Thousand)




the results of one of the first such calibrations carried out. The direction
of the applied force was the same for all loadings, while the measured angles
indicated a spread of ± 3'.5 (0.06 degrees) between all readings. .
Subsequent similar tests by unfamiliar personnel, after somewhat rough
handling of the balance, have given maximum errors up to 4 per mil, the
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average ,ermr of 28 tests being 1.4 per mil. In all tests, the angular deter-
mination has been oonstant within four minutes of arc. For use by an ex-
perienced operator, the maximum magnitude erl'or can be taken as 2 per mil
with safety, and the maximum direction error as 0.05 degree using the "null"
method (see V. B. 2).
IV. C. Determination of Turbulence for Free Tunnel Flow and
Behind Wire Screens
One of the ,effects to be investigated was that of turbulence. Since limi-
tations precluded the-application of the hot-wire measuring technique for
turbulence measurement, use was made of the "pl'essure sphere" [27] for tur-
bulence-intensity determination as adequate for the present purpose. The
extensive available experimental data [27, 28, 29, 30] upon the scale of tur-
bulence downstream fl'Om wire screens was used to ,estimate this parameter
with sufficient accuracy in view of its much lesser influence [29]. The inten-
sity of turbulence (assumed isotropic) is defined in the usual manner by
T b I . f'f f:i2ur u ence tn enst y = U
where: u = fluctuation vdocity iil x-direction
U = mean flow velocity in x-direction.
Turbul,ence scale or length is defined by
L . f R(y) . dy
o
where: R( ) = Ul UzY ./- .1-
f ui Y ui
1 and 2 are points distance y apart in plane normal to flow.
The practice of defining the intensity of turbulence by 1he use of
spheres is long standing [31, 32, 33, 34]. The resistance coefficient of a
sphere is of the order of 0.5 at low· and about 0.1 at high Reynolds No.
A sharply-pronounced transition between these values takes plaoe at a value
of the Reynolds number which is called Jhe "critical" Reynolds number j).
Utilization of this fact to define wind tunnel turbulence intensity was first
7) The decrease in resistance coefficient is due to delay in separation from the
surface. At low Re, the Reynolds number formed from the boundary layer thickness
and velocity in the adjacent fr,ee stream is sufficiently low to permit maintenance of
a laminar boundary layer up to the point where separation occurs, near the cross-
stream diameter of the sphere. Increasing the stream Re ultimately increases the
boundary layer Re to the point where transition from laminar to turbulent boundary
layer occurs ahead of the laminar separation point. Separation is then delayed, occurring
appreciably farther back on the sphere, and reducing the area of negative pressure.
The greater or lesser intensity of turbulence in the fluid stream manifests itself by an
























Figure 24: Determination 01 Critical Reynolds Number by Pressure Sphere
Bottom - Location of Sphere and Turbulence Screens in Tunnel. Top - Measured
Curves of Pressure Coefficient Versus Reynolds Number. Reerit Corresponds to Value
1.22 of Pressure Coefficient
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proposed by Prandtl [31] and later substantiated by correlation with hot
wire measurements of Dryden [32] and others. To obviate the labor and
complication of making force measurements required for the determination
of resistance ooefficient, Dryden [27, 33, 34] and Hoerner [35J indepen-
dently developed the use of a pressure sphere to produce an easily measur-
able pressure relationship similar in trend to the drag coefficient curve. The
value 'of this ooefficient, later defined, is about 1.4 at low Re, and decreases
suddenly to about 0.9 at some critical point as the Reynolds number is in-
creased. A:dopting the definition of "critical" Reynolds number as that
value of Re for which the sphere drag coefficient is equal to 0.3, it was
found [36J that the oorresponding value of the pressure coefficient as de-
fined by Dryden was appl'Oximately 1.22. This pressure coefficient is de-
fined as the difference between impact (total) pressure at the nose of the
sphere and the static pressure on the sphere at an azimuth of 1571/2 0 from
the nose, divided by the free-stream velocity pressure (see Figure 24):
v _ Pg-ps(/i)
.,p - e V2/2
( ) _ _ [Pg - PS(Iz)] .Kp eri! = 1.22 - ~~ erit; D,Veri!Recri! = .V
Having 'established the "critical" Reynolds number experimentally, the
experimental data of Dryden may be utilized tor the estimation of the ab-
solute magnitude of turbulence scale and intensity.
Systematic variation of turbulence at the plane of the cascade is obtained
by mounting anyone of three geometrically similar wire screens, 'each of
different mesh length, at anyone of three stations upstream of the cascade
(Figure 24). A pressme sphere of 118.8 mm diamete'r was mounted in the
position normally occupied by the cascade, and flow restriction minimized
by removing both side and the upper tunnel walls. Curves of pressure coeffi-
cient K,p versus Re were measured (Figure 24) for ,each screen in each po-
sition, and the corresponding "critical" Re established by noting the value
corl1esponding to Kp = 1.22.
Turbulence intensity behind screens was determined from Dryden's
curves of intensity as a function of critical Reynolds number, with screen
mesh lengths asa parameter, for a 127 mm sphere [27J. Turbulence scale was
taken from Dryden's curves of scale as a function of distance, in mesh
lengths, behind screens geometrically similar to those employed here, with
mesh length as a parameter. For the tunnel without screens, since turbu-
lence length was wholly unkown, the approximate value of turbulence inten-
sity was taken from Dryden's earlier data [32J giving interisity directly as a
function of critical Reynolds number, and the corresponding length then
derived from the more recent ,data ~correlating RecTi! with (V~2). (~)": Results
are shown in Table II. The validity of this procedure is indicated by the
Vu 2 (D)'1.fact that Recri! is a function of vI: ' (where D / sphere diameter;
L = scale of turbulence); I.e., a percentage change in l:/ is 'equivalent to
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a percentage change in (~r five times as great. The validity was further
substantiated by satisfactory comparison of the results with Dryden's curve
Vii2 (D)'Io. .
of U T as a functIOn of RecTi!,
Table II. Turbulence Paranu~ters as Determined With Pressure Sphere
Screen No. Screen Location (See fig. 24)
(See fig. 24) 1 I 2 I 3
V112 .' V112 V{l2L;mm L;mm L;'mm
U iT ----u
----
I 0.020 5.9 0.026 5.1 0.034 4.4
2 0.014 49 0.019 3.9 0.026 3.0
3 O.otl 4.6 0014 3.4 0.020 2.1
None om ~7.2
/
IV. D., Flow Uniformity in the Tunnel Test Section
To insure that the pressure field in the cascade test section was not
influenced by upstream pressure irregularites arising from the contracting
nozzle (see Figure 19), the static and total pressure distributions were meas-
ured immediately at the nozzle outlet (1160 and 1200mm ahead of cascade),
~~
o JOO 200, 100 a 100 200 Joo Y
Figure 25: Total Pressur,e Variation Across Contraction Nozzle Throat
x = 1200 mm; z' = 200 mm; (Pg,)max = 71.1 mm H20
,
and the static pressure again at 660 mm ahead of the cascade. Figure 25 in-
dicatesa maximum variation of 0.1 % in total pressure in the nozzle throat.
This variation decreased to still lower values over most of the channel width
in the subsequent parallel sections [see Figures 30; 31 (A)]. F~gure 26 in-
dicates the disturbed static pressure field at the nozzle outlet, while Figure 27
shows the rapid smoothing-out of this field after the flow has progressed
through 45 % of the parallel approach section. From these measurements,






Figure 26: Static Pressure Distribution in Approach Section at X= 1160 mm
(Contraction Nozzle Throat)_
PsContours of Constant - Are Given; ql = 48 mm Hp. Small Figures Give Values
ql
Measured at Points (.)
200 300 400 500 600 650 700
Are Given; ql = 48 mm Hp. Small Figures Give Values
Measured at Points (.)
Figure 27: Static Pressure Distribution in Approach Section at X = 660 mm
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Figure 28: Static Pressure Across Tunnel tor Various Angles at Parallel Exit Walls







Figure 29: Static Pressure Distribution on Exit Walls tor Various Angles ot
Parallel Exit Walls
z= 180 mm; ql = 49.5 mm Hp
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The pressure field prevailing in the cascade test section itself was then
subject to disturbances from: a) the boundary-layer take-off slots; b) the
mixing zone at outlet where the tunnel flow was discharged into still air,
and; c) the position of the exit walls. It was possible to attain parallel flow
past the take-off slots, as indicated by wall static-pressure taps located just
ahead of and behind the slot edges, by throttling the slot discharge o!1tlets.
-<Any disturbance arising from improper slot adjustment was found to be
very local in nature, reflected mainly in unwanted boundary-layer growth:>
The effect of the outlet mixing zone was minimized by making the outlet

























Figure 30: Total and Static Pressure Distributions Across Tunnel Upstream from
Cascade,' Final (Test) Condition
x =0 100 mm' Z = 180 mm' P = P = 70.53 mm H 0
, 'gtmax g1 2
The possible disturbance of the cascade pressure field by the exit walls
was eliminated by making the achievement of a uniform pressure field the
requirement for their proper positioning. For the condition of normal tunnel
turbulence and Re = 22.8.104, three indications were investigated in con-
nection with the exit-waltposition: (1) Uniformity of cascade pressure field;
(2) Uniformity of static pressure distribution· along the exit walls themselves, _
and; (3) Correlation between the outlet air angle approximately 1/4 chord-
length behind the cascade with exit wall angle. Figure 28, plotted to large
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Figure 31 A): T.otal, Static, and Dynamic P/r,essure Distributions Over Tunnel Height
Upst1;eam tram Cascade
x = 100 mm j Y = + t/2 j Pg1 =-74.09 mm H 20
'!J'x 100Eg,
,~100.1 fl I S-f lOaD99.9 i~'x100
Pg, i
A
282E t j f I j F ! ~~i 28.0
30 'Y (mm)27.8
- 1;2 -30 -20 -10 0, 10 20 +~2
Figure 31 B): Total and Static Pressure Distributions Across Center Blade Upstream
tram Cascade
x = 100 mmj Z = 180 mm; Pg , = 74.09 mm H 20
various angles of exit walls. Figure 29 shows the variation of static pressure
. on the exit walls themselves for various exit wall angles. Walls were parallel
at all times. Table III (page 47) shows the correlation of reference outlet
air angle p' (measured ata point with coordinates x' = 40; y' = 27; z = 180)
with 'exit wall angle. Air and exit wall angles are specified in relation to the
axis of the the parallel-walled, approach section. Coordinate systems are
defined in Figure 19.
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Figure 32: (A) Total, and (B) Static Pressure Distributions Over Tunnel Height
Downstream from Center Blade
x' = 100 mm; q2 = 73.1 mm H 20
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Table Ill. Variation of Reference Outlet Air Angle With Exit Wall Angle
(Re = 22.8 x 104)
Wall Angle: 28°50'
Air Angle, fl': 29°21'
For all subsequent investigations, except as noted below, the exit walls
were fixed at an angle of 29 0 35' with the tunnel axis. The pressure fields
resulting are shown in Figures 30, 31, and 32. It is seen that total pressure
is constant within the limits of measurement accuracy (± 0.01 mm H20) over
the greater part of inlet area, while static pressure at inld across the tunnel
is constant within the same limit. Dynamic pressure is constant within
± 0.5 mm H20 (0.7 0/0 of Pg1 ) over the tunnel height at inlet ahead of the
center blade, a satisfactory yet lesser degree of constancy which was accepted
since it did not materially affect the two-dimensional flow in horizontal
planes. Pressures behind the cascade naturally reflect the strong effects of
wake and "end" losses.
The blade dynamic forces as determined by balance measurements were
found to be especially sensitive to exit wall position. For these measure-
ments, the criterion for correct exit wall position was the maintenance of a
uniform cascade pressure field, which is the first of the three criteria dis-
cussed in a proceding paragraph. Procedures followed are outlined in Sec-
tion V. C. 2, "Balance Measurements".
IV. E. Force on Sealing Plate and Blade Base Exterior 10 Tunnel
Th~ center blade of the cascade was mounted as a vertical 'cantilever
beneath the test section, passing through the lower tunnel wall without con-
tact, and terminating just beneath the upper tunnel wall. Preliminary tests
showed a much lesser disturbance of the pressure distribution about the blade
when the small clearance space between blade and lower tunnel wall, nec-
essary for weighing, was placed at a distance from the blade itself by means
of a roughly circular flat plate fastened to the blade perpendicular to its
axis. The upper side of the plate lay flush with the inner bottom wall of the




















Figure 33: Dynamic Force Components Upon Center Blade Sealing Plate and .Blade
Mounting
F'N = Normal to Cascade Axis. F'T = Parallel With Cascade Axis
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essary to know what part of the measured force \vas attributable to friction
drag of the plate and to leakage flow about the blade base, dc. The plate
was accordingly mounted alone in its proper position, supported by the
balance and a dummy blade base. To achieve the approximate same flow
conditions over the plate as in normal operation, a spare cascade blade was
mounted in the position of the center blade, directly over the plate but with-
a very small clearance space between blade and plate to permit weighing
of the drag 'on the latter. The components of force parallel and perpen-
dicular to the upstream tunnel axis (FN' and Fr') are shown in Figure 33
as functions of the dynamic pressure ql upstream of cascade.
v. Scope of Experimental Data; Procedure
A. General Plan
For c1arltyand comparison, the subject matter of the investigation is
separated into two general categories, namely; two- and three-dimensional
phenomena. Two-dimensional phenomena are in general associated with the
plane of flow at mid-height of cascade. The flow variables upon ,which in-
terest was focussed were Reynolds number and stream turbulence. To per- --
mit use of a convenient parameter for specifying relative Reynolds number
a reference value Re* was defined ,equal to one-quarter of the maximum
Reynolds number used;
Re* == 5.70 >< 104 Blade chord >< Vi"
v
Reynolds numbers prevailing at test are generally expressed by the ratio z.
VlliStream turbulence is defined as previously stated by the ratio U' the
numerical values being derived from pressure-sphere measurements (IV. C.).
In general, three conditions of turbulence intensity are compared; (1) Normal
tunnel turbulence, without screens in the approach section; (2) The maxi-
mum turbulence attainable by the screens chosen, and; (3) A condition of
high local turbulence in the critical region of the blade convex side, pro-
duced by a "spoiler" or "turbulence band" affixed to the blade, with main
stream turbulence as in (1). Approximate turbulence scale or length, when
given, is specified in terms of a dimensional length, L, defined in (IV. C.).
Reference pressures used were measured by Prandtl tubes at points ahead
of and behind the cascade having the coordinates (x = 86; Y = 280; z = 75)
and (x' = 165; y' = 290; z = 50) respectively, unless otherwise specified.
Coordinate systems are defined in Figure 19. Air and -exit-wall angles ar,e
specified iV relation to the axis of the parallel~walledapproach section, while
directions of blade dynamic forces are relqted to the cascade axis.
The center blade of the cascade was the ref'erence blade for all measure-
ments.
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The previously-mentioned "spoilers" or "turbulence bands" usea ter
create a local turbulent- zone on the convex (suction) sides of the blades
oonsistedof strips of adhesive tape 0.6 mm thick and 2.0 mm wide extending
vertically over the entire blade heights with upstream 'edges 70 mm forward
of the blade trailing edges (see Fig. 34). The vertical edges which projected
uniformly into the flow were sharp and thus quite ,effective in the production
of turbulence. Although wires are also ,effective in this regard,they have the
practical disadvantage of lying at slightly varying distance from the blade
alo~g their lengths due' to their ·original local curvature, even when under
tension.
V. B. Two-Dimensional Phenomena
1. Static Pressure Distribution on th,e Blade at
Mid-height
A series of nine 0.5 mm diameter static pressure holes on the convex
side of the center blade,and five on the concave side, indicated blade static
pressure distribution for correlation with theory. Holes were slightly
staggered vertically to avoid wakes of upstream holes. Intermediate points
were measured where necessary by use of a small sonde placed parallel to
and against the surface, r~peated comparisons being made with the .pressure
indications of the taps to insure accuracy. Static pressure distribution was
determined for ::; = 1, 2, 3 and' 4 with V~2 . 1 0/0; Z* - 1, 4 with if: = .
. ,r:;=;;y u2 .3.4 0/0; and Re/Re~= 1, 2, 3 and 4 with U = 1 010 - local turbulence bands
on all blades. All readings were accurately reproducable. Concurrently, the
location of the point of transition of boundary layer from laminar to tur-
bulent was determined by stethoscope and small total-pressure tube [37].
The stethosoope indications yielded a zone (rather than "point") of transi-
tion, at the upstream boundary of which the first intermittent rumbling
sounds characteristic of turbulence were heard, while at the downstl'eam
boundary the rumbling was oontinuous. The point taken as the "point of
transition" was the upstream boundary of this zone.
2. C han g e i n Ref ,e r en c e Cas cad e P r ,e s sur 'e 0 r 0 p an d
Turning Angle with Reynolds Number and Turbulence
- For cIarificaHon of blade performance under varying conditions of Rey-
nolds number and turbulence intensity, an indication of the change in pressure
drop through the cascade and of change in turning angle (turning angle =h
since /31 - 0) was determined for plane z = 180 by taking a reference differ-
ence in static pressures, L1 Ps*, measured by two fixed sondes located at
(x=100; y=-2.5t; z=180) and (x'=60; y'=-t/2; z=180) and
measuring a reference outlet angle /32* by directional head at (x' = 60;
y' = - 1/2; z = 180). In the relativ,e sense, these simple measurements may
be considered to closely approximate the conesponding quantities derived
by integration of detailed measurements across the blade spacing, t.
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3. Tot a 1- Pre s sur e Wake T I' a vel's e sat B 1ad e Mid - h ei g ht
Since the presence of a highly-turbulent, low-velocity zone, or "wake",
behind a cascade blade is indicative of a departure from ideal, loss-free flow,
the extent of this wake is a measure of blade loss, analagous to the "profile
drag" of single airfoils. Accordingly, total-pressure measurements were
carried out at a short distance (20 mm) behind the center blade in the plane
z = 180 for the oomplete range of Reynolds number and turbulence condi-
tions encompassed in this investigation. The measured points extended over
one complete blade spacing, fromy = - t/2 to + t/2, intervals being 1 mm
or less within the wake as required for its proper definition.
4. Flo w a t B 1a deS u rf ace
The occurrence of transition of the boundary layer from laminar to tur-
bulent, or its separation fmm the blade surface, may be made visible by a
well known device. The convex (suction) sides of two of the central blades
were coated, in the critical region for transition or separation, with a mix-
ture of kerosene, lubricating oil and lampblack, after which the air velocity
was maintained constant at the desired value until the surface flow pattern
had established itself visibly in the coating. Since the blades were vertically
positioned, drainage took place downward along the blade axisJ and chord-
wise displacement of the lampblack particles was due to air flow alone.
Not only did drainage prevent the local a.ccumulation of a too-thick coating,
but combined with the dfect of air viscosity, it produced in certain low-
velocity regions slanted lines which indicated by their upstream or down-
stream slope the direction of the flow at the blade surface. The flow patterns
were recorded photographically, with a millimeter scale affixed for reference
after patterns had formed.
v. C. Three-Dimensional Phenomena
1. Wall Static Pressure Field
As mentioned in' Section IV. B., weighing of forces on the refer,ence
blade required a small clearance space between the upper end of this blade
and the upper tunnel wall. The numerous static pressure taps in this region
of the tunnel wall permitted determination of the static pressure field. To
obtain some indication of the extent to which the tip clearance distorted the
flow during the weighing process, the static pressure field was measured first
with the normal tip clearance of 0.15 mm and then with the clearance space
closed (blade 'extended to wall). Comparison of pressure distribution about
the blade end (without clearance space) with that measured ,about the blade
mid-height also indicates the effect of the wall boundary layer.
2. B a 1an c eM e a sure me n t s
Accurate force measurements constitute by all means the simpl,est, and
in some respects the most accurate, means of ,evaluating cascade performance.
The ease with which cascade efficiency may be defined in terms of force
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components is indicated in Section VI. B. 2. One of the chief obstacles in
way of general employment of a force balance is the requirement of very
high accuracy in determining forces of greatly different relative maRnitudes.
The balance especially constructed for this investigation satisfies this require-
ment. Tip and end losses are included in efficienc.y determinations from
force measurements.
The actual weighing process consisted of first determining the direc-
tion of the resultant force on the blade and sea lin g s t r u c t u r e within
five one-hundredths of a degree by finding that direction in which the force
component was equal to zero. The resultant of blade and 'sealing-structure
forces was then measured 90 a from this "null" direction. Since the force
exerted upon the sealing structure was approximately two one-thousandths
of the blade force (see IV. E.), and acted in a direction very nearly perpen-
dicular to the blade force, no correction to the magnitude of the actual net
blade force was required [cos (sin-1 0.002) = 1.00000]. The correction to
the direction of the resultant force on blade alone amounted to approxi-
mately one-tenth degree (sin-1 0.002 = 00.10). Reliable measurements were
carried ,out with tunnel dynamic pressures, Q1' as low as one milIimeter of
water column.
Since static-force calibration tests upon the balance had shown an ac-
curacy of approximately 1/10 percent, while the pressure in the settling cham-
ber of the tunnel varied as much as 112 percent, utilization of the full capar
bilities of the balance required the focussing of attention upon the latter.
A weight was placed upon the pan of the balance and the com.pressor s,peed
then adjusted by a supplementary slide-wire rheostat (IV. A.) to bring the
balance into equilibrium. With full attention of the operator given to the
micromanometer upon which reference inlet dynamic pressure to the cascade
was indicated, simultaneously controlling the rheostat, it was possible to
obtain the proper inlet dynamic pressure reading to the same degree of
accuracy as that inherent in the balance. Repeated determinations were made
and showed excellent reproducibility. .
As noted in IV. D, the requirement of extreme accuracy in the balance
measurements required exactly correct positioning of the 'exit walls as de-
fined by a uniform pressure field in the cascade. It was noted that after so
positioning the exit walls ata particular value of Reynolds number and tur-
bulence,exact duplication of the pressure field might not be attained at other
conditions of flow due to a slight variation in turning angle with Reynolds
number and turbulence, as previously mentioned in V. B. 2. These varia-
tions were slight and were considered only in connection with balance
measurements. To obviate the necessity for repeated changes in exit wall
position during subsequent runs, use was made of a procedure developed
and e~perimentally verified at the Institute indep'endent!y of this investiga-
tion. This inv,olved fixing of the walls at an angle correct for one (high)
Reynolds number, and then making measurements over the entire range of
Re with walls in that position and correcting the measured results for the
slight imposed restraint. It was merely necessary to make a series of force
measurements at constant Re and turbulence, but with wall angle varied
slightly on either side of the correct position, to determine the change in
blade force oomponents resulting from a known small error in exit wall angle
(restraint of flow). The momentum law yielded directly the change in foroe
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component which resulted from an equal small change in turning angle
without flow restraint by the walls. Comparison of the two showed what
proportion of force component variation was due to each factor. (change
in turning angle; or error in exit wall angle) when R'eynolds number was
varied from that value for 'which the walls were correctly positioned in a
test series. For the present investigation, the "r,eal" part of the change in
tangential force coefficient (A FT-) was found to amount to about '53 % of
. b· ql
the measured change, the change being with ref,erence to the value of the
coefficient at the operating condition for which the exit walls were correctly
positioned. '
It was also found that the wall interference created a variation in normal
force component equal to about 3 % of the required tangential force com-
ponent correction. Exact corrections were made to measured tangential-,
normal-, and total-force coefficients and to the corresponding measured values
of e (direction of resultant force).
3. Mom e n tum T r a vel' se s 0 vel' B 1a d e H e i g h t
A three-dimensional evaluation of the momentum 'equations for the air
stream associated with the reference blade was carded out in order to check
the force balance indications and to gain a detailed knowledge of flow con-
ditions, especially with regard to wall influences.
For cascade inlet angle (Pi) = 0, the momentum equations may be
written;
z$ z$
FN = 2 f f (ql-q2 cos2 tJ2) dy dz + f f (Ps1 - Ps2) dy dz (1)
o -1/2 0 -1/2
z 1/2
FT - f f q2 sin (2 tJ2) dy dz (2)
0-1/2
The continuity equation, which may be used to check the accuracy of
measurement of quantities Pn, Ps~, Pg1, Pm and fJ2' may be written, for assumed
incompressible flow:
z 1/2 z 1/2f f Vql dy dz = f f Vq2 cos tJ2 dy dz
o -1/2 0 -1/2
(3)
The reference planes oorresponding to subscripts (1) and (2) wer,e
x = 100 and x' = 100 respectively. The aforementioned measured quantities
were determined between y (y') = - t/2 and + t/2 for the 13 planes z =
5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 120, 180, 240, 280, 320, 340, 350, and 355. Measurements
were tak,enat 2 mm intervals in the wakes, and at greater intervals where va-
riations were slight. Traverses were made at oonstant z by usual-type
sondes, and then oorrelated with vertical traverses at constant y made with
the special sonde having the property of equal flow obstruction all heights
(III. D.) in order to correct the former for minor inaccuracies arising from
their insertion to different distances into the stream.
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The continuity equation was tested, and measurement accuracy confLmed,
by a procedure similar to the momentum-equation evaluation. For the 13
z-planes, curves were plotted of -(y;;;. cos 132 - yq;-), integrated over y and z,
and multiplied by vr to give the error, LI Q. The quantity ~; was found
.equal to + 0.004, or an ermr of 0.4 percent.
The measurements for evaluation of the momentum equations were car-
ried out with normal tip clearance existing at the blade upper end in order_
to permit valid comparison with balance measurements (VI. B. 2). No tur-'
- (V u 2 )bulence screens were placed in the cascade -approach section U = 1 Q/o
VI. Discussion of Data: Comparison with Theory
A. Two-Dimensional
1. Static Pressure Distribution About Blad,e
at Mid-height
Blade static pressure distributions as determined by the continuum-
cascade theory and by experiment are shown in Figure 34. (The local in-
flections in the suction-side pressure curves of part (C) of this figure at
1jH = 0.45 are due to the presence of the turbulence band located just down-
stream of the pressure tap at that point.)
Comparing first the theoretical and experimental pressure-distribution
curves, remarkably close agreement is noted on the critical (suction) side of
the blade and fair ag11eement on the pressure side. It will be recalled that
the theoretical pressures were computed from velocities obtained by adding
to (for the suction side) or subtracting f110m (for the pressure side) the com-
puted camber-line velocity a' oomponent attributed to the circulation for the
particular blade element (II. A.). This simple distribution of the circulation
velocities is known to be inexact, and is particularly questionable where the
blade has appreciable thickness. (It will be noted that toward the trailing
edge, where the blade is thinnest, the ag11eement is best.) Further study will
be required to determine how the circulation-velocity components may be
more oorrectly proportioned between suction and pressure sides of the blade.
Since the ,experimental curves derive from a real fluid, while the theoretical
curve derives from assumption of a non-viscous, loss-free fluid, it is proper
-that the area within the experimental pressure-distribution curve should be
less than within the theoretical curve. The discrepancy in pressures may be
thought of as due only in part to the lesser circulation of the actual blade.
(Experience with single airfoils has shown that a slight increase in experi-
mental angle of attack serves to equalize the circulations and give improved
correlation with theory.) -
Despite the 'difference in "pressure-side" pressure distribution, the
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iFigure 34: Theoretical and Experimental Pressure Distributions.. at Blade Mid-height
LJp=PS -PSl; Re*= 5.7 X 104
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pared with the desired 30 0 - a difference of only 1.7 0/0. Table IV compares
the force components derived theoretically (for 30 0 turning angle) and ex-
perimentally "for the condition Re/Re* = 4; V{). 1 0/0. It is noted that the
force components measured for the actual blade agree very well with those
theoretically required for a 30 0 outlet angle. The conclusion which may
be drawn is that the continuum theory yields a b I a d e for m which pro-
duces to a very good approximation the force components and hence turning
angle required of it, and yields a good, but somewhat less accurate, overall
approximation of pressure distribution, the diminished accuracy in the latter
respect being largely attributable to the over-simplification in the last stage
of the pressur,e-determination process. - ..
. The experimental curves for the suction side reHect in an inter,esting
manner the separate influences of turbulence and of Reynolds number. For
. the condition, Z-1 ;V~-; = 1 % [Figure 34 (A) ], permanent separation of
the flow framthe blade is indicated, while in all other cases shown, separa-
Hon, if it occurs at all, is temporary. The effectiveness of increased Rey-
nolds number and of increased turbulence in eliminating this permanent
separation are evident from (A) arid from (B) and(C) respectively.
. The zone of temporary separation which is evidenced by flat pressure
distribution in the neighborhood of "Y}H = 0.8 will be treated in more detail
in connection with the direct visual evidence of the surface flow in Section
VI. A. 3. Suffice it to note at this po~nt that the local turbulence of Figure
34 (C) is clearly more ,effective in suppressing this local separation than the
general flow turbulence of (B). Subsequent sections (VI. A. 3 and VI. B. 2)
will indicate the relative blade losses associated with each type ,of turbulence
and permit a valid comparison of their relative merits. .
Table IV. Comparison ot Theoretical and Experimental Blade Forces
FN FT R
e/2 .Ci·ab e/2 . Ci·ab el2· ci ·ab
from Velocity Triangle
0.826Desired (Euler Equation) 0.229 0.794
Momentum-equation
0.818Traverse at z = 180 . 0.223 0.796
Integrated Experimental
Pressure Distribution 0.222 0.797 0.827
Integrated Theoretical
0.933Pressure Distribution 0.256 0.897
Momentum-equation Traverse
over Entire Blade Height 0.236· 0.779 0.814
Balance Measurements 0.236 0.782 0.816
Fj R = force per meter blade length
ab = Projected blade area (upon chord) per meter blade length
N = Normal to cascade axis
T = In direction of cascade axis
R. = Resultant blade force.
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EL = Sgo' Wo . cos qJ • dy - Jga . W a· cos qJ. dy
EL = Wa • cos qJ J(k{o - ga) dy.
2. B I a deL 0 sse s fro m Wake T r a v e r s e s
A simple and rational method of comparing the losses of the mid-stream
portion of a blade under varying conditions of flow follows from the total-
pressure measurements in the wake. Figure 35 giv,es the results of measure-
ments carried out as described in (V.B.3). (A),(B) and (C) of this figure taken
individually serve to indicate the effect of Reynolds number, and when com-
pared with one another, indicate turbulence effect. (0) shows turbulence
effect at the lowest value of Reynolds number, where the danger of s~para­
tion is critical as indicated by Figure 34. In addition to showing turbulence
intensity effects, (0) includes a family of three curves fa which the value
of turbulence intensity is virtually constant, while the turbulence scale (L)
varies from 2.1 to 5.9 mm.
Although in general the blade loss varies with the area under the wake
curve for wakes of similar shape, the dissimilarity of wake shapes shown
in (A) and (0) required a more exact means of comparison. ,
Consider the system shown in Figure 36. Fluid is assumed incom-
pressible. We define as "loss" of the real cascade that ene~y which, be-
tween (0) and (3), has been expended to raise the temperature of the fluid,
and is thus unavailable for performance of mechanical work. Since both cas-
cades are considered stationary, no work is delivered by the fluid within
the control surface, A B DC. The energy loss per second of the syst'em
is then,
Since g=P+gW2/2; and also W o= W a:
EL = \t\.Ca . cos qJ I (Po - Pa) dy (1)
Momentum equation between planes (0) and (1):
F,'~ = JPo dy - JP1 dy + eJW 02 dy - eJW 12 • dy (2)
cos '¥
Momentum equation between (1) and (2):
Fxn, = JPl' dy- JP2 • dy + eJ W 12 dy- eJ W22 dy (3)
cos '¥
Adding equations (2) and (3):
F; +!:x = JPo dy - JP2 dy + eJW 02 dy - eJW 22 dy
cos '¥
= J(Po - P2) dy + eJ(W02 - W 22) dy
F; +,~x = J(go - g2) dy - e/2 J(W22 - W 02) dy (4)
cos Cp
Momentum equation between (1) and (3):
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Figure 35: Blade Total Pressure Wakes
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Figure 36: System For Derivation ot Blade Loss in a Stationary Cascade
I = Ideal, Loss-free Cascade. R = Real Cascade. Control Surface A B D C Consists
of Two Stream Lines and Two Planes Paranel to Cascade Axis
Adding equations (2) and (5):
F; +Ix = f Po dy - fPa dy + (! fWoz dy - (! fWaz dycos 'P
and, since W 0 = W 3 = constant;
F;+Fx
cos c[J (6)
From (4) and (6):
J(Po - Pa) dy = f (go - gz) dy - ej2 f (WZZ - WOZ) dy (7)
Substituting (7) in (1):
EL = Wa . cos c[J [f (go - gz) dy -- e!2 f (WZ2 -- W 02 ) dy] (8)
From the continuity equation;
W 1 = W a • cos c[J = W 0 • cos c[J (9)
From (8) and (9):
EL = WdJ(go-gz) dy - (!f2 f (W Z2 - WoZ)dy] - W1 • D' (10)
W,e remember that for our system, cascade I was defined as loss~free.
Hence equation (10) expresses the losses of the real cascade alone. We
see' that a real cascade suffers an energy loss (i.e., energy no longer
available for performance of mechanical work) which is proportional to D'
for W 1 constant. We further note that the. expression for D' in (10) is
identical to the equation for the drag of the cascade without circulation,
(i. e., zero turning angle), for which case Keller [20] has indicated a simple
method for evaluating D' from wake measurements alone. Since W 0 = W1,::..
cos CI










Figure 37: Chart lor Determination 01 KIH From oc a~d ~ , lor Use in Equation
.(t) (t)
D = StJgdy- e/2 S(W22- W12)dy = H-K,
Assuming Triangular Distribution 01 Wake Velocity
() (t)
D = fL1g. dy- (!!2 f (W 22 - W 12)dy = H-K,
constant and thus very simply obtain a direct measure of relative blade,.
losses. _
Analogous to the profile drag of an aircraft wing, the drag experienced
by a blade ofa cascade so positioned as to give zero lift (Figure 37) is
given- by,
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wherein the first int~gral is proportional to the area under the wake curve·
defined by total-pressure measurements, and the seoond integral is usually
less than ten percent of the first. If the downstream static pressure is neg-
ligibly small in oomparison with the total pressure (about one percent for
the present case), the total-pressure traverse serves to define the down-
stream velocity distribution, and is the only traverse required.
Keller [20J has shown that assumptions of simple geometric forms for
the velocity wakes lead to easy and satisfactorily accurate evaluation of the
ratio K/H for solution of the foregoing drag equation, and hence for the
solution of equation (10) which is of identical form. Using one of the velo-
city-wake shapes treat,ed by Keller - namely, that of a triangle - the
curves given in Figure 37 were plotted for use in evaluation of D'. Fmm
D', ab (projected blade al'ea for unit height), and ql (the actual inlet'dy-
namic pressure), a dimensionless "loss factor" was defined: '
D'Loss Factor = --.
ab' ql
Table V indicates the ,evaluation of the loss factor. The single case
of flow separation already noted fmm the static pressure distribution curv,es
(Figure 34) is immediatdy noticeable by its high relative loss factor. The
decrease of loss factor with increase in Reynolds number· is apparent
throughout.
The clearly-evident beneficial effect of increased turbulence at low
Reynolds number only is due to the effectiveness of turbulence in the sup-
pression of flow separation, both temporary and permanent.
Conversely, it is noted that the effect of high turbulence intensity (both
local and general) at the maximum Reynolds number is detrimental,· as sub-
stantiated by later blade-efficiency determinations from balance measure-
ments (VI. B. 2). The most general explanation of the superior performanoe·
of the blade for the condition of least turbulence lies in the later transition
of its boundary layer to turbulence, thus subjecting a lesser part of the blade
surface to the higher frictional drag of a turbulent boundary layer than in
the cases of increased turbulence.
Due to the small differences between r,elative loss factors, a full· appre-
·dation of their significance requires mention of the fact that the wakes were
plotted from total-pressure measurements which were not corrected. for
turbulence.
The relative loss factors for the three cases of appmximately equal
turbulence intensity all fall within a zone commensurate with the degree
of uncertainty in the determination of the individual intensities, so that the
only conclusion which may safely be drawn regarding turbulencescale effect
is that scale is of relatively minor importance in relation to intensity. This
latter fact is well known fmm the work of Dryden (Section IV; C.) and
others.
The relative indifference bf the pressure side of the blade to the com-
plete range of flow variations is indicated by the very small relative changes
in the right-hand sides of the wake, curves of Figure 35.
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Table V. Blade Loss From Wake Total-Pressure Traverse
Turbulence of Blade
Incident flow Reynolds (from figure 3) Loss factorNumber Wake
~I Re'10-41 Re. Area I (~) \1-(~) (~)IOO)' RelativeaIT; % L; (mm) IReo alJ·qt
1 ~7.2 5.7
I
1 288.0 I (f 645 0.178 I 0.882 1 4.236 I 3.14
I I
11.4 2 134.8 0.777 0.122 0.927 2.032 1.54
17.1 3 103.3 0.804 0.103 0.936 1.611 1.19
22.8 4 86.4 0.810 0088 0.937 1.349 1.00
.
-
3.4 4.4 5.7 1 199.4 0.734 0.157 0.915 3,fl41 / 2.25
I I
11.4 2 129.8 0.778 0.112 0.927 2005 1.49
17.1 3 110.2 0.784 0.095 0.928 1.705 1.26





223.5 0.712 0.164 0.907 3.379
I
2.51
1.9 3.9 I I 233.1 0.709 I 0.170 0.907 3.523 2.612.0 2.1 226.5 0.723 0.165 0910 3.435 2.55
,
With Turbulence Bands Affixed to Blades
1 =7.2 5.7 I 1770 0.734 i 0.139 0.913 2.693 2.00
I I
11.4 2 114.1 0.711 I O.OSI 0.900 1.711 1.27
17.1 3 1049 0.700 0.071 0.895 1.565 1.16
22.8 4 1005 0.695 0.068 0.893 1.496 1.11
3. Flo w at the B I a de Surf ace
A procedure for making visible the flow at the blade surface was de-
scribed in (V. B. 4). A representative series of photographic records of the
lampblack patterns obtained is shown in Figure 38. Read horizontally, the
photograph rows show the effect of Reynolds number; vertically, turbulence
effect. For the purposes of this section, treating' two-dimensional aspects
of the flow, we shall consider only the strip of blade surface immediately
abov,e the millimeter reference scale located at blade mid-height. The solid
black zone, especially evident in the upper left-hand photograph, represents
the uniform appearance, belore air flow was started, of the mixture appHed
to practically the entire blade surface. Vertical lines within the dark band
are due to drainage.
The Reynolds numbers for this series of photographs <Z = 0.94 ;2.24;
3.87) were chosen not only to indicate flow condiHons at low, medium and
high Re, but also, in the case of the lowest Re, to corl1oborate the indi-
cations of the measur,ed-force curves in regard to flow separation. Referring
to Figur,e 43, it is seen that ,at Re = 5.35 X 104 : (1) The blade-force curve
for 1 0/0 turbulence is falling sharply with decreasing Re, indicating flow
separation; (2) The curve for 3.4 0/0 turbulence is at its peak, indicating a
transition oondition between flow separation and flow adherence to the blade;
(3) The "turbulence-band" curve shows astable oondition of flow adherence,
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ReX 10-4 = 5.4 12.8 22.0
1 % Turbulence
3.4 % Turbulence
1 % Turbulence; 0.6 mm Spoilers 70 mm ~orward of Blade T. E.
Figure 38: Effect of Reynolds Number and Turbulence Upon Flow at Blade Surface
Indication by Lampblack-oil Coating. Direction of Flow Left to Right.
Millimeter Reference Scale Located at Blade Mid-height
the peak-marking separation occurring at slightiy lower Re. These condi-
tions are all corroborated in the lefthand column of Figure 38. The slope
of the lines at trailing edge in the uppermost photograph show strong re-
verse flow; the mottled area near the trailing edge of the center photograph
shows very low-velocity flow of indifferent direction; while the lower photo-
graph clearly shows adherent surface flow in the direction of the main
stream near the trailing edge.
As conclusively demonstrated by Sclzubauer [38], the transition of the
boundary layer of a convex surface from laminar to turbulent is a gradual
rather than an instantaneous phenomenon..Schubauer observed, by the use
of a similar surface coating, the same regions of virtually-zero surface velo-
city 8) as represented by the black areas of Figure 38, and determined the
detailed flow conditions in these regions by hot-wire measurements. The
upstream edge of the black zone marked the point of separation from the
surface not of a purely laminar boundary layer, but of a transition-type
layer with transition so incomplete that the layer continued to exhibit most
of the properties of a laminar layer. Complete transition then occurred in the
detached layer, which subsequently reattached itself to the surface further
downstream as the turbulence developed. This explanation seems entirely
valid for the present case.
. Some further points deserve mention in clarifying the rather considerable
breadth of the black "stagnation" or "zero-surface-velocity" zone. The
theory of Schlichting [39], recently corroborated experimentally [40], points
out that a definite time interval is required for the amplification of the proper
frequencies of a disturbance !created in this case by the "laminar" separa-
tion) before· completely developed turbulence is achieved. Further, both
Schubauer and Dryden [41] have established experimentally that the region
of maximum turbulence intensity associated with the phenomenon under dis-
cussion lies not at the blade surface but at an appreciable distance from it.
Assuming general turbulence of boundary layer to begin at this point of
maximum intensity, an interval will be required for turbulence to spread
out to the blade surface. Experimental evidence of the latter fact was gained
from stethoscope indications taken normal to the blade surface with a small
total pressure tube at varying distances behind the turbulence band which
was affixed to the blade for the bottom row of photographs. Immediately
behind the band, a zone of high turbulence was heard at a distance from
the blade corresponding to the band thickness. Further downstream, this
zone had broadened but had not yet reached the surface of the blade. Finally,
at the point corresponding to the downstream boundary of the black region,
the turbulent zone extended all.the way to the blade surface. Jacobs and
DOflhott [42] have· shown that such a phenomenon takes place in the case
of temporary laminar separation, the separated boundary layer proceding
in this case in the direction of the tangent to the blade surface at separa-
tion point until transition takes place at a distance from the blade surface,
and then spreading out fanwise in a turbulent wedge to return to the b,lade
surface.
8) Although incorrect in the strict sense, "zero-surface-velocity" zone is a con-











Flow on the: pressure side of the blade was found to be adherent to
the blade in all cases. At the highest Reynolds number (ReIRe*' 4) and.
(VU2 ) .highest stream turbulence U = 3.4 % tested, stethoscope observations
indicated transition of the boundary layer to turbulence at a distance of about
10 mm forward of the trailing edge.
Acoording to other authors, [42, 43J, the Reynolds number based upon
the breadth of the zem-velocity zone and the velocity just outside the
boundary layer at the zone center has a value between 40,000 and 70,000
when the effect of stream turbulence is negligible. Evaluation of this special






4. ReI a t i v e V a l' i a t ion 0 f Cas cad e Pre s sur e 0 1'0 pan d
T ur n i n g A.n g I e
Figure 39 shows the relative variations of reference cascade-pressure-
drop, AP*cascade, and outlet flow angle, /32*' as defined in Section V. B. 2.
That these single-point determinations may not be interpreted in the absolute
sense as representative of oonditions for the whole reference plane is appar-
rent. They do serve, however, as ,a rough indication of the relative perfor-
mance of the reference blade mid-section. Referring to Figure 44 for oon-
firmation, it is seen that for low Re, the pressure drops for the three different
turbulence conditions follow the trend of the normal oomponents of the
blade forces.
Correlation of the turning-angle (fJ*2) curves with the tangential blade-
force curves of Figure 44 is conclusive. Peaks of the fJ* 2 curves coincide
very closely with those of the corresponding blade-force curves. Since flow
separation from the blade begins near the blade ends and spr,eads inward
to the center with decreasing Re, it is to be ,expected that the fJ* 2 peaks
occur at slightly lower Re than the peaks of the corresponding resultant-
force curves for the entire blades, as is clearly apparent for the 1 0io'-tur-
bulence condition. The lesser spread between the same two peaks for the
condition "with turbulence bands on blades" is to be expected in view of the
predominant stabilizing effect of the high local turbulence prevailing behind
the turbulence bands over the whole blade height.
The peaks in the turning-angle curves 'of Figure 39 give the limiting
minimum R,eynolds number at which the breakaway fmm the middle of the
blade occurs under the given oonditions of turbulence. Thus the blade, when
provided with turbulence band, oontinues to perform well (in terms of turning
the air flow) down to a minimum Reynolds number of 35,000, while the
minimum permissible R,e for the 1 0/o-turbulence condition is 75,000, or more
than double that for the first instance. .
Even before reaching the aforementioned minimum Reynolds number
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Figure 39: Reference Cascade Pressure Drop and. Outlet Flow Angle as Functions
of Reynolds Number and Turbulence
LI P'" = Ps~ - Psi. Ps~ Measured at (x = 100 mm; y = -2.5 t; z = 180 mm)
f'si and f~ Measured at (x' = 60 mm; y = - t /2; z = 180 mm)
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total-pf1essure traverses at blade mid-height (Section VI. A. 2). Therefore
the blade performs satisfactorily, with respect to the losses, over a still
smaller range of Re-values, the lower limit of which is less clearly marked
than that defined by the turning angle.
When performance of the entire blade length was subsequently deter-
mined by direct balance measurements, similar Reynolds number ranges and
limiting minima resulted, as shown in Figures 43-45.
VI. B. Three-Dimensional
1. Distribution of Losses Over Bla'de Height;
Tip Clearance Effect
Due to the viscosity of a real fluid, the cascade blade elements situated
near the tunnel walls show losses of greater magnitude than those associated
with blade elements in the central part of the blade height. The "end"
losses were permitted to develop to their full ,extent in the present investi-
gation by omitting fillets or fairing pieces at the junction of blade and
tunnel wall. A comprehensive discussion of factors contributing to blade-
end losses was given by Meldahl [44], who recognized the similar, yet dis-
tinctly independent, nature of "end" and "tip-clearance" losses in cascades.
More recently Weske [45] has given a qualitative discussion of 'end ;effect
in terms of boundary-layer shifts for flow through both stationary and ro-
tating cascades.
From the three-dimensional momentum-equation traverses carried out
as described in (V. C. 3), the distribution of losses over the blade height,
as indicated by the quantity (Pg,-; Pg.), was plotted as shown in Figure 40.
g,
(Compare with the much higher end losses of a retarding cascade in the
excellent presentation by Howell, refef1ence 46.) Figure 40 indicates that
normal flow conditions prevailed over a preponderant part of the blade
length. Notice slightly greater losses of the upper end relative to the lower
end due to tip clearance required for weighing forces on the referetIce blade_
(III. B, C.).
The provision of a small (0.15 mm) clearance at the upper end of the
reference blade superimposed a tip-clearance loss upon the normal ",end"
loss, and constituted a departure from absolute geometrical uniformity of
all blades and from vertical symmetry of the reference blade. To .gain a
more direct indication of the effect of this departure than shown in Figure 40,
the static pressure field about the blade tip was mapped, from measurements
described in (V. C. 1), for clearance space open and closed. Figure 41 com-
pares the two fields. Comparison of Figure 41 with Figure 34 indicates that
the disturbance of the static pressure field due to tip clearance alone is
small relative to the difference between static pressure distributions at center
and end of blade, or "end effect".
Several further interesting evidences of end losses were obtained. The
measured angle of turn of the air was 2-3 0 greater in the zone \vithin 5 mm
of. the blade ends than over the rest of the blade height, thus partially con-
firming Meldahl's hypothesis. The blade-surface-flow conditions pictured
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Figure 40: Distribution of Blade Losses
ol'er Blade Length. Planes (1) and (2) are
x (x') = 100 mm
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Figure 41:
Disturbance of Static Pressure Field at Blade Upper End Due to Tip Clearance
( Ps -Ps)Curves are Contours of Constant ql 1 • 100.
-- Zero Tip Clearance _ 404 H O. Vu2 - 1 0/
____ 0.15 mm Tip Clearance ql - • mm 2 , U - o·
in Figure 38 clearly show the growth of wall boundary layer thickness
through the cascade and the formation of a vortex leaving the trailing edge
near its point of junction with the upper wall. Of the two blades shown in
this figupe, the right-hand one has no tip clearance, while the left-hand (ref-
erence) blade has a small clearance as a result of which both boundary-
layer growth and evidence of vortex formation are more pronounced. The
vertical static-pressul1e traverses taken downstream from the cascade give
further evidence of the detached vortex formed at junction between blade
and wall. Miost oonclusive evide,nce of the relatively higher blade losses
near the tunnel walls was obtained during the evaluation of the three-dimen-
sional momentum-equation measurements (V. C. 3). The plotted curve of
tangential force per unit length ~s a function of z. (not given) was practi-
cally oonstant over the central part of the blade height, but began to fall
sharply toward ze1'O at a distance of approximately 20 mm from the blade
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ends. The plotted curve of normal force per unit length was also oonstant
ov,er the central section, but'increased to about double the central-zone value
ata distance of approximately 10 mm from the blade ,ends. The higher
blade-element losses at the blade ends are thereby apparent.
!
2. B I a deE f f i c i e n c y fro m For ce M e as u rem e n t s
a) Definition and Derivation of Blade Efficiency Using Blade Forces
The definition and 'evaluaHon of a true "blade efficiency" from the
results of cascade tests requires the introduction,of an imaginary translatory
motion. The introduction of such a motion of the cascade parallel to its






Figure 42: Diagram for Definition of Cascade Velocity and Force Components
Plane (2) is Plane of Uniform Flow Far Downstream. Positive Dil'ection For Tan-
gential Velocities and F T Is That 0 p p 0 sit e to W u2' FN Is Positive In Direction
of CN
cascade shall remain the same as the actual entrance velocity used in test-
ing, leads to a fictiHous absolute entrance velocity C1 having the same axial
component as the ,entrance velocity at test (see Figure 42). Considering
first an accelerated-flow cascade, we may then define the blade dficiency as:
Power Output FT' U
r; = Rate of Energy Input = ff enl (H- P2) dA +ffCn1 , !!/2. C;l' dA (1)
(A) (A)
where: A = Z ' t
Z = Tunnel height; t = Blade spacing
U = V,elocity of the cascad~ in direction of its axis.
The following assumptions are made:
_ 1. The tangential component of the absolute velocity at plane (2) is
considered as a loss.
2. The available potential (pressure) energy given up by the fluid
between planes (1) and (2) may be computed on the assumption of incom-
pressibility.
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, 3. The excess of axial memomentum present immediately behind the
cascade due to the local non-uniformity of flow has disappeared at plane (2),
and the total axial momentum at plane (2) is equal to that at plane (1).
'._ 4. The top and bottom walls of the tunnel are .parallel a~d exert no
shearing force upon the fluid. between planes .(1) and (2).
The first integral of equation (1) may be written as the product of two
integrals, assuming small variations of Cnl over A;
. 1Jf C nl (Pl -P2)dA = ff Cnl . dA >< A JJ(H -P2) • dA (2)
where: If Cnl • dA = Q = volume rate of flow and, under assumptions (3)
and (4);
~ Jf (P _P) dA = FN = Normal component of blade force.
A 1 2 A Untt flow area
The second integral in (1) may be resolved in terms of its components;
since
C;l = W;l + 2 W al ' U + U2,
fJCnl'~/2,C;1·dA =f f Cnl' ~/2.W';I·dA+ f f Cnl' ~W al ' U·dA+ f f Cnl" ~/2. U2·dA (3
Equation (1) may now be written:
= . FT' U (4)~ ~ . 2
Q. AN+f f Cnl·~/2.Wul·dA + f f Cnl' ~.Wul' U·dA +JfCnl·~/2. U2·dA
We now define U by the requirement of maximum efficiency :
( o,~) ,. -0au U=Uoptimum - (5)
For W Ul =oonstant, Uoptimum is then found, by partial differentiation
'?f (4), to be .
Uo; = V~/~~A + W;l . (6)
With ~Q = M (mass rate of flow), the maximum efficiency becomes:
FT{M~max = U. + W . (7)
op ul
We note that, for an id,eal cascade,
PI + ~{2.W';l = P2 + ~/2.W';2 ; .
. 1/Pl-P2 '2
Wa2 = y ~/2 + W a
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and since
This leads to the very interesting conclusion that
Uop = -Wu2ideal . (8)
(The negative sign follows from original convention, Figure 42.)
Defining
, and further noUng that
FT
LlWu = M'
the definition of maximum" efficiency may be written in its most general
form for uniform flow at (1):
.. "... , Turbine (9)
For all cases in which (9) fails rio e.; (LlWU)id. <,dWu], ,tlie operating
condition is, in accordance with the definition of positive Vin Figure 42,
that of oompressor operation, for which the maximum efficiency may ana-
lagously be shown to be.;
. .. Compressor (10)
Evaluation of (9) or (to) requires only the quantities readily measur-
able in cascade tests, namely FT and FN (or R and e); the distributiton of
v'ector velocity ,of approach, WI; and the density (J sinoe;
Ll W ll = FTM
= 2; (1 - ~nl) dz
. 0 Cnl
. 1/ FN2
(LlWU)id. = Wul- Wu2id. = Wul + rf!/2 .A + Wul.
- Z-d*
M = f! JJCnl .dA =f! . Cnl' A . ----==---
(A) Z
CuI = Wnl = axial component of uniform incident flow outside the tunnel
wall boundary layers;
Z = Tunnel height
t = Blade spacing
A = Z·t
d* - total contraction ~~ickness
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(11)
For the cascade tested in this investigation, W al = 0, and the equation
for maximum efficiency (7) simplifies to:
FT1/e/2.A 1 1/ R z
r;max = M r FN = 2 Vcos e . cotan e . q1 . A . Z - 0*
It should be specifically noted that, under the assumptions from which
this definition of maximum efficiency was derived, the absolute velocity.
behind the cascade is not in general axial; a tangential component remains
which is reckoned as lost. The efficiency resulting from the assumption
(Ca2 = 0) is very nearly equal to the maximum efficiency, the differences











b) Evaluation of the Blade Efficiency from Current Tests
The method used in carrying out balance measurements was given
in (V. C. 2). For various conditions of turbulence, the resultant blade
force, R, and its angle relative to the cascade <lJxis, e, are given in
Figure 43. Figure 44 gives the respective force. oomponents in the direc-
tion of the cascade axis, FT, and normal to the cascade axis, FN. The
quantity Ab in the dimensionless expression for forces and force com-
ponents is the blade projected area (= 0.0432 m2), while q1 is the mean
inlet dynamic pressure. By means of measurements over the reference inlet
plane, (x = 100), the relation between the mean inlet dynamic pressure q1'
and the rej.erence inlet dynamic pressure q'1> which was used during the
weighing (V. C. 2), was determined for the full range of Re and for each
of the three main turbulence oonditions. In the case of 3.4 Ofo turbulence,
q1 contains a turbulence oorrection amounting to -0.005· q'1' The results
of the evaluation of the three-dimensional momentum~equaHonmeasurements
(V. C. 3) are given in Figure 43 for oomparison with the measured 1 Ofo-tur-
bulence curve.
Overall blade 'efficiencies are given in Figure 45. Efficiencies were cal~
culated from foregoing equation (11) and data of Figure 43; the total con-
traction thickness wasgiven by ~ = 0.005. Values shown in Figure 45 may
be interpr,eted as accurate within 2/10 0/0 •
. The efficiency curves serve as the ultimate bas,es for appreciation of
Reynolds number and turbulence ,effects in practical cases. At high Reynolds
numbers, the blade performs less efficiently for the conditions of increased
turbulence (either general or local, prod!1ced by upstream turbulence screens
or local bands, respectively) than for the condition of normal (low) tur-
bulence. This is due to the transition of the, boundary layer to turbulence
at a point closer to the leading edge for the former cases (VI. A. 2). At low
Reynolds numbers, however, the blade performs more efficiently when the
turbul'ence is. increased, 'especially by bands (case of local high turbulence).
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Figure 43? Magnitude and Direction at Resultant Blade Force
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Figure 44: Blade Force Components
Fr ; FN Defined in Fig. 42. Ab = Blade Projected Area (Upon Chord). ql = Mean .
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Figure 45: Computed Maximum Blade Efficiencies (Cascade) from Force Measurements
In this case, separation is the governing factor. It may be concluded gener-
ally thaUhe blade profiletested performs most efficiently, for high Reynolds
numbers, under conditions of minimum stream turbulence; while for low
Reynolds numbers, increased stream turbulence leads to better 'efficiencies.
The general increase in ,efficiency with increasing Reynolds number is
apparent for all oonditions of turbulence, being most pronounced. for the
least turbulent condition. .
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VII. Summary and Conclusions
A. Cascade Testing in General
The practicability of direct measurement of cascade blade forces by use
of a suitably accurate balance was demonstrated. A valid and practic.al "blade
efficiency" for a cascade in terms of force components was defined and used
to reflect the practical influences of flow variables. Various means of obser-
vation of boundary layer separation and transinon were discussed and their
indications shown to be consistent among one another. Accuracy of meas-
urement of flow conditions was substantiated by means of the continuity
equation applied to three-dimensional observations.
B. Turbulence and Reynolds-Number Effects Upon Blade
Performance
The: existence of a minimum Reynolds number, below which the
cascade may not be satisfactorily operated, has been recognized. This limit
is more pronounced when it is identified with the lift breakdown. It is less
distinct and occurs at somewhat higher Reynolds numbers, if defined in
terms of losses. This critical minimum Reynolds number decreases with
increase in turbulence intensity of the incident flow. Creation of high local
turbulence intensity on the blade suction side by physical surface irregu-
larities serves to decrease the critical Reynolds number in the same manner
as increasing general stream turbulence. Within certain limits, the separate
influences of turbulence intensity and of turbulence scale were investigated,
yielding the conclusion that the effect of intensity far outweighed that of
scale. In fact, for the restricted limits between which it was possible to vary
the scale of turbulence, no definite influence of this .parameter could be
established, due probably to the "laminar" nature of the blade profile.
C. Continuum Theory of Cascades
. The Acker,et theory for the prediction of flow through a two-dimen-
sional cascade of closely-spaced airfoils of finite thickness has been shown
to yield a satisfactory approximation to the ,experimental conditions for a
single cascade arrangement tested. The theory produced a blade form which)
in cascade, yielded a tangential force (work) component within 1.5 % of
the theoretical (Euler equation) component, and apressure drop within 3 010
of the theoretical. Also of practical interest to the designing ,engineer, the
cascade constructed acoording to the theory produced, with better than 97 0/0
maximum efficiency, ,an actual mean angle ,of turn of the air flow within
1.7 % of the turning angle desired (desired turning angle = 30 0 ; actual mean
turning angle = 29 0.5). Using supplementary curves presented her,ein, a
complete solution by the theory, giving the resultant blade profile and
as&ociated pressure distribution,. may be obtained in approximately 40 hours.
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